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1. Introduction
Vendors have been peddling food on city streets for hundreds of years, however, the recent rise
in popularity of “gourmet” street food vendors, has brought renewed attention to mobile food
vendor operation and regulation. Residents of cities like Portland, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and New York are enjoying the increasingly diverse and relatively inexpensive high-quality fare
offered by these vendors. Deviating from the “traditional” street foods like hot dogs and tacos,
these new vendors serve everything from vegan egg rolls to crème brulee, out of brightly colored
Internet connected trucks. Not everyone is enjoying the recent resurgence in mobile street food,
however (Renaud, 2008). Planners and public officials in cities across the country are scrambling
to create policies to address community and business concerns related to mobile street food
vending. Brick-and-mortar restaurant owners complain that they cannot compete gourmet food
trucks, with their low overhead and operating costs and ability to move location. Community
members worry that food trucks are physically unappealing and contribute to physical negative
externalities where they locate such as litter and congestion (Burrows, 2010). Debates for and
against mobile food vending and vending regulation have come to a head in recent years forcing
officials to address concerns through public policy.

City policies vary in their treatment of street food vendors. In some jurisdictions, vending is
viewed as a convenient way to provide inexpensive, high quality food, business incubation and
jobs. In these cities, policies have been crafted that encourage vending. Portland, which has seen
a 40% increase in mobile food vendors in the past three years, has embraced mobile food
vending by encouraging food vendors to locate their carts on abandoned and vacant properties
(with the consent of the property owner). The City recently completed a study entitled Food
Cartology that explored the impact of food vendors on neighborhood vitality and economics
(Urban Vitality Group, 2008).
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In other cities, vendors are considered to be unsightly and threatening to traditional brick-and
mortar-restaurants. Officials in these cities have debated and passed policies that make street
food vending difficult and sometimes nearly impossible. Many politicians in Los Angeles have
been slow to embrace mobile food vendors. In 2008, Los Angeles County passed an ordinance
requiring mobile food trucks to move every hour or face misdemeanor charges and jail time. This
ordinance was met with outrage and was eventually overturned, however, not before Los
Angeles’ policies regarding mobile food vending garnered national attention. The controversy
eventually led to the creation of community advocacy groups and even inspired an academic
conference on street vending- “Contesting the Streets: Street vending, open air markets, and
public space” at UCLA in May 2010. As the number of mobile food vendors in the County of Los
Angeles reaches more than 14,000, officials continue to work toward a solution. Most recently,
legislation was passed to apply a health inspection letter grade to mobile food vending operations
(Lin, 2010). On September 21, 2010 the City of Los Angeles announced the creation of a task
force comprised of members from several interested parties to facilitate co-existence between
mobile food vendors and restaurants in the county (Knabe, 2010).

The primary objective of this study is to contribute to the body of knowledge on mobile food
vending that can inform future policy changes. Research focuses on vending in California through
the use of a case study of the City of Los Angeles. This case study is used to better understand
specific relationships in the world of food vending, with particular focus on the relationships
between location, vendor, policy, and public space users. The research question addressed in
this thesis is: What are the relationships among policies on food vendors, food vendors, and the
public’s use and perception of urban space? The findings from this research effort were analyzed
and interpreted to generate policy and urban design and planning recommendations.

1.1 Population Definition
The term mobile food vending encompasses a variety of activities including; operating catering
trucks (or taco trucks), selling food on foot from pushcarts, peddling goods from bicycles, and
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preparing and selling food while standing on the sidewalk. For the purposes of this thesis, only
vendors who prepare and sell food from a vehicle (truck) that moves daily and disseminates
location information to customers via the Internet are studied. These vendors are referred to as
mobile food vendors or food trucks throughout the study. This population of Internet-using food
trucks has been chosen for study for several reasons. First, because they are connected to the
Internet, it is possible to gather location data and extrapolate geographic patterns. Second, more
traditional mobile food vendors that do not use the Internet rely on customers’ ability to know
where they are located and tend not to move location and will provide less insight into location
choices of mobile food vendors.

Figure 1-1 The Kogi BBQ Truck was one of the first gourmet food trucks in Los Angeles
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2. Existing Research and Research Gaps
Research undertaken for this study was informed by existing research on public space and
vending. A brief discussion of existing research on the current state, role, and use of public space
is presented. Also included, is a discussion on previous research efforts to study vending and
vendor regulation with an emphasis on Southern California.

2.1 Public Space
Since food vendors primarily conduct business in public, an examination of scholarly work on
public space provision, use, regulation, and design can inform research efforts on vending.

2.1.1 Current State of Public Space
Scholars vary in their opinions on the current state of public space. Many social critics claim that
there is a “withering” of the public realm, and that increasing privatization and the specialization of
American life has contributed to this decline (Brill 1989, Banerjee 2001). Those that hold this
belief cite the increasing privatization of public space, both in terms of creation, provision and
management, as well as the decline in “public spirit” or participation in civic organizations
(Banerjee, 2001, p. 12). Other scholars, including Margaret Crawford, have been vocal in their
disagreement with the idea that the public realm is in decline, and instead believe that the public
realm is changing or relocating, and are calling for new ways of viewing public space and its use.
Crawford (1995) specifically argues that the ‘narrative of loss’ is based on definitions of “public”
and “space” that are too narrow to encompass public life today. Residents of contemporary cities
are constantly remaking public space and redefining the meaning of concepts like “public,”
“democracy”, “space” and “citizenship” through “lived experience” (Crawford, 1995, p. 4). These
“remade” public spaces can look very different from the traditional parks and plazas and include
streets and alleyways where food vendors serve hungry neighbors, or community created
gardens, where friends get together to socialize and grow fruits and vegetables.

Regardless of whether public life is decline, most scholars agree that changes in society,
technology, and culture call for a reexamination of public life and public space. Brill (1989) argues
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that new forms of public life are not recognized and that these emerging forms of public life that
do not fit into historic frameworks. He is critical of the increasing provision of public space by
private entities and laments the economic and class segregation in America that is decreasing the
adventure and diversity of experiences found in public space.
Matthew Carmona (2010), has examined the current debates on public space in depth, and
concluded that the critics of public space today fall under two broad groups: those who believe
public space is undermanaged and neglected, and those who believe it is over-managed by
governments and corporations and increasingly privatized. Carmona recognizes the role of mass
consumerism in the creation and regulation of new public spaces. He breaks down other
scholar’s arguments that public space is in decline further, classifying them into several
categories including “the ‘its not as bad as you think’ argument”, “the ‘nothing new’ argument”, the
“its not necessarily inferior” argument, the “society (and space) is changing” argument, and finally
the “things are on the up” argument (Carmona, 2010, pg. 160). Touching on many scholars’
critiques of space in order to explore the types of public space in existence today, Carmona
ultimately creates a new typology of public spaces. Deviating from traditional typologies, which
classified space based on design, socio-cultural and political-economic perspectives, this new
typology instead classifies space based on the degree to which it is managed. He concludes by
suggesting that in the future, policy makers should sensitive to their ability to address the over- or
under-management of public space and stresses the impact that management can have on the
quality and use of spaces.

2.1.2 Public Space Role and Regulation
While the debate on the current state of public spaces continues, there is little debate regarding
the role of public space in the lives of city dwellers. Throughout time, public spaces have
generally reflected culture, beliefs and public values and have provided physical areas for a
variety of activities including commerce, socialization, festivals, and debate (Francis, 1989).
Lofland (1998) claims that the primary role of public space is to foster connections between
individuals. The public realm is “the locus of a complex web of relationships” ranging from the
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“fleeting relationships” between strangers to the “routinized relationships” between friends and
acquaintances (Lofland, 1998, p. 51). These relationships experienced in the public realm provide
users with a certain amount of pleasure. Lofland claims that public spaces can provide us with
other types of aesthetic pleasures as well such as people watching, spectacle, and public
sociability. Public spaces are crucial for environmental learning, and Francis (1987) stresses the
importance of public spaces, city streets in particular, as places where the young and old alike
learn “to deal more competently with our everyday environment” (p. 32).

No discussion on public space use would be complete without mentioning William H. Whyte. The
researcher spent years studying public space by filming and analyzing New York’s small parks
and plazas. In his book, Social Life of Small Urban Spaces, he writes that successful public
spaces were those that facilitated meeting, relaxation, and chance encounters. So profound were
the results of Whyte’s work that his “rules” of welcoming and lively environments were officially
codified by the New York City Planning Department and used to transform the public spaces of
the city (Low, 2005, p.1).

Many of the debates discussed previously regarding the current state of public space revolve
around the management, regulation and control of public spaces. The regulation and control of
public space, both by users and mangers of spaces, has been studied extensively. While the
proliferation of privately-owned quasi public spaces has brought renewed attention to the control
of public spaces by “merchants, bankers, developers, and property owners”. Attempts to control
the quality of public spaces and environments in the United States have been made throughout
the nation’s history, and were originally based on concerns over public health and “improvement
of the city” (Francis 1989, p.155).

Kevin Lynch, in A Theory of Good City Form (1981), presents his list of five basic dimensions of
control of space by the public space user and argues that spatial control can have psychological
consequences for users. The five dimensions he outlines include; presence, use and action,
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appropriation, moderation and disposition. Presence refers to the ability to access a space. To
make a “good” public space, individuals should not only have the ability to access public spaces,
but should be able to can change them, use them as they wish, and modify the spaces to meet
their desires. Francis claims that ownership is also “a direct form of special control” and that
ownership, even if it is symbolic in nature, is an important way for users to feel connected to
public space (p. 165) Current mobile food vending debates touch on the validity of these type of
user control of spaces, especially on city streets.

In a similar vein, Michael Walzer (1986) distinguishes between “single-minded” and “openminded” spaces. Single-minded spaces are public spaces that are designed and used for one
predetermined use. Open minded spaces are designed to accommodate a variety of uses
“including unforeseen uses” and are “used by citizens who do different things and are prepared to
tolerate, even to take an interest in, things they do not do”. Walzer claims that open-minded
spaces that can adapt to host a variety of uses are important places that can encourage “mutual
respect, political solidarity, and civil discourse (p. 472).

Research has also been conducted on the regulation of public space, especially as it relates to
vendors. Morales and Kettles outline zoning and regulatory issues that address public markets
and street vendors in Zoning for Public Markets and Street Vendors (2009). The authors provide
recommendations of factors for municipalities to consider when creating zoning policies that will
impact street food vendors or public markets including cart design, fees, restricting the sale of
certain goods, permitting, space allocation and vending location.

2.1.3 Streets as Public Space
Streets and sidewalks are important, though sometimes overlooked public spaces, even though
they have been touted by scholars as being an important part of everyday life and crucial for
democracy (Mehta, 2007). Francis (1987) defines a democratic street as one that “reflects the
history as well as the social and economic diversity of the larger neighborhood and city” (pg. 29).
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He stresses that democratic streets reflect “social justice, economic health, and social vitality”
(pg. 29). Perhaps most importantly for the purposes of this thesis, Francis claims that democratic
streets should “actively encourage user manipulation, appropriation and transformation”. Franklin
synthesizes the work of scholars such as Jacobs, Whyte, and Lynch and makes the claim that
democratic streets are well used and invite direct participation from users. According to Francis,
public space users should be allowed to “contribute a sense of local control and responsibility for
the street environment” by doing things like bringing chairs and planter boxes to streets, and
contributing to the betterment of public streets in other ways (Francis, 1987, p. 30).

Rapoport (1987) hypothesized that there are two major types of street use and that uses of
streets depend on cultures and subcultures (p. 83). He notes that members of some cultures use
streets as plazas and gathering areas, while members of other cultures are more likely to use
streets less intensely and view them only as avenues for walking. Loukaitou-Sideris and
Ehrenfeucht (2009) provide a contemporary example of this, as they lament that many view the
primary use of the sidewalks in Los Angeles as pedestrian thoroughfares and nothing more (p.
153). When used for other activities, like street vending, the general sentiment is fairly negative:
most people feel that street vendors “take advantage” of public space, and that venders are
messy, disorderly, and unfairly competitive to surrounding permanent businesses (p. 155).

Considering the importance of public spaces and streets in fostering connections between
people, scholars have conducted assessments of the impacts of design of streetscapes, parks
and plazas on social behavior. These studies provide interesting lessons about the interplay
between design and social interaction. Mehta (2007) studied streets and sidewalks as social
spaces, looking specifically at which design elements and characteristics supported the most
social behavior. He noted that scholars are increasingly seeing streets as social spaces instead
of just paths through a city. Mehta found that sidewalk width, land use, tree cover, and availability
of adequate seating all contributed to social behavior on public streets.
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Streets and sidewalks provide are paths for pedestrian transportation and spaces for social
interaction. Because of this, they are conducive to vending activities. For centuries, vendors have
realized the benefits of locating in publicly accessible thoroughfares. The next section will discuss
street and sidewalk vending in depth.

2.2 Street Vending
2.2.1 Current State of Vending
Simply defined, street vending can refer to the “retail or wholesale trading of goods and services
in streets and other related public axes such as alleyways, avenues, and boulevards” (Bromley,
2000, p. 1). While public markets have been studied extensively, street vending has not been
studied as rigorously. A significant portion of the literature on street vending focuses on vending
in developing counties. Vending has been a part of American culture since its inception, and an
object of regulation and even prohibition as early as the nineteenth century (Kettles, 2004).

The literature that pertains to the United States has focused on a few key street vending issues
including public health, the benefits and drawbacks of vending as an economic activity, the
regulation of vendors, and the cultural nature of street vending. One issue that has been studied
is the relationship between street food vending and public health. Vendors in Los Angeles, a
project from UCLA, explores the impact that street food vendors who sell snacks and candy have
on children in Los Angeles neighborhoods and obesity levels among minorities. The authors
provide policy recommendations for the City based on study findings including partnering with
schools to educate students on healthy eating and informal outreach to vendors to encourage the
sale of healthier food (Wolstein, 2007).

Many studies on vending have addressed both the arguments for and against street vending
(Balkin, 2000). The arguments for vending are summarized by Bromley (2000) and are economic
and social in nature. Street vending is an invaluable facet of the economy. Vending activity
contributes directly to local economies and the provision of goods and services to those in areas
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who may normally have limited access. Vending provides jobs and opportunities for upward
mobility. Bromley notes that many street vendors, if they were not allowed to vend would likely be
unemployed and unable to support themselves or their dependents. Vendors are often selfemployed and determine their own hours of operation. This makes it possible for those with
special circumstances to earn an income, or vend to supplement another income. In this way,
street vending acts as a “social safety-net” that is much cheaper for governments than expanding
formal welfare programs (Bromley, 2000, p. 5). Like other economic activity, street vending is also
a source of tax revenue for governments through the licensing fees and tax on sales. Importantly,
street vending provides a laboratory for entrepreneurship with low startup and overhead costs.

A substantial amount of literature developed on street vending has focused on the economic
aspects of vending. Morales (2009) explored the role of markets and vending in place making,
focusing on business incubation. He stressed the importance of public markets and merchants in
planning by claiming they can contribute to the quality of life in cities and address health and
environmental concerns. The author claims that urban design and public markets are linked and
that markets can be used as tools to address underutilized and vacant lots. The importance of
vending, both of food and other goods as a source of income for various ethnic groups has
repeatedly been addressed and studied. The Portland study, Food Cartology emphasizes the
importance of food carts as starter businesses for entrepreneurs interested in breaking into the
culinary sphere (Urban Vitality, 2008). The economic benefit of street food vending is presented
in other studies as well. Morales (2009) studied the motivation of vendors to begin operating in
the informal economy. In Jennifer Ball’s, Street Vending: A survey of ideas and lessons for
planners vending is praised as benefitting consumers as well as providing “an entry point for
small businesses” (Ball, 2002, p. 5).

Bromley acknowledges social benefits of vending. Vendors can bring life to dull streets, and
provide much needed goods and services on a temporary basis for special events such as
holiday celebrations and sporting events. Vending can provide important opportunities for social
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interaction of urban dwellers. Additionally, because vendors occupy public property, they often act
as informal police by observing and reporting crimes.

The arguments against vending address economic, social, and quality of life issues. There is a
belief that vendors are creators of congestion in public spaces. Additionally, vendors are seen by
some as being unsanitary, unsightly, and contributing to the concentration of poor people. Other
arguments against vendors are based on the perception that vendors not pay taxes and sell low
quality goods or contribute to dirty or littered streets (Bromley, 2000). One of the most popular
arguments against vendors is that they create unfair competition for brick-and-mortar restaurants
that are perceived to have higher overhead costs and the disadvantage of not being able to move
location. Many arguments against vendors come from elite urbanites and businesses (Bromley,
2000, p. 11). Scholars tend to acknowledge that the arguments against vending are less
substantive than those in favor of vending (Bromley 2000, p. 6).

Crawford (1995), after examining vending in various Los Angeles neighborhoods, noted that in
addition to their role as income generators, vending operations act as “a social magnet” in
neighborhoods and that vending activities provide a focus for the community and a place for
social interaction. Because these vending activities are both local and public, she argues, they
strengthen the neighborhood and representing its culture to visitors (p. 7). Other studies of public
markets and vending also stress the role of markets as places to foster social interaction. In a
report titled “Public markets as a vehicle for social integration and upward mobility,” market
customers most often cited that the benefit of going to a public markets was that they “bring
people together” (Project, 2003, p. 28). When vendors were questioned about what they liked
about markets, nearly 60% said that meeting people, the sense of community, and diversity at
markets was what they liked best (Project, 2003, p. 34).

In addition to fostering social connections, scholars also acknowledge that vending, and
specifically food vending, is an important cultural activity in the United States for many ethnic and
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cultural groups (Hernandez-Lopez, 2010, p. 3). According to Hernandez-Lopez “decisions on how
to eat and what should be eaten signify food’s substantial cultural currency” (p. 4) and “food
practices rest on communal or shared values” (p. 4). In Los Angeles, vending is an important
culture activity for those from Central and South America.

One distinguishing quality of street vendors is their ability to move location when they please. As
explained by Bromley (2000), street vendors agglomerate and tend to cluster towards areas with
high business opportunity. This agglomeration can create what the author calls “conflict zones”.
These conflict zones, which make up less than five percent of any city, are usually found in
central business districts or neighborhood and suburban commercial centers (p. 16). Conflict
zones tend to be the center of tensions surrounding vending, homelessness, parking and street
crimes (Bromley, 2000, p. 16).

While several scholars have outlined arguments for and against vending, few studies have been
conducted to validate these arguments. One study that stands out however is Food Cartology
(2008), conducted in part by the Portland Planning Department. Food Cartology examines the
impact of street food vendors on public space in Portland as well as the way street food vendors
are perceived by individuals. The study found that public space users, in general, perceive mobile
food vendors positively. By analyzing several sites in the City of Portland, creators of the study
were able to make specific policy recommendations to the City regarding cart design and
location, as well as the creation of programs for food cart owners and operators. These
recommendations include strategies to identify additional areas for food carts. One such strategy
suggests implementing policies to encouraging developers to designate spaces for food vendors
when appropriate. It was recommended that the City work closely with neighborhoods to identify
additional privately owned sites that could be used for food carts. The City was also encouraged
to increase the awareness of resources for those in the food cart industry by developing an
outreach strategy, and expanding the loan assistance program to target food cart owners. Finally,
the report provided recommendations meant to encourage the creation of innovative urban
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design elements to support food carts in Portland. This includes supporting food cart site
improvements, working to provide adequate facilities like trashcans, and supporting design
competitions to discover new ways to incorporate food carts on potential cart sites.

Street vending is a highly visible and debated activity in many cities. Regulation aimed to quell
the tensions that exist regarding street and sidewalk vendors are a direct outcome of these
concerns.

2.2.2 Vendor Regulation
Because mobile food vending is conducted in public, and there are varying views on how public
spaces should be used, municipalities often feel pressure to address vending from a regulatory
standpoint. Dyrness (2001), in her Handbook for the Establishment of Sidewalk-Vending
Programs outlines the four main reasons cities might attempt to regulate vending. These reasons
include cities attempting “to improve their image” by curbing vending or “to protect shops and
restaurants” by regulating vending to avoid competition. Cities may also seek to alleviate sidewalk
congestion that results from vending activities through regulation as well as “reduce the liability of
adjacent businesses” (Pg. 4). Often, businesses adjacent to vending activity feel that they are
unfairly burdened by the litter, congestion, or activity that vendors can generate on the sidewalk in
front of their brick-and-mortar businesses. While cities may feel pressure to regulate vending for a
variety of reasons, regulation of vendors has proven to be difficult for several reasons.

The mobile nature of vendors is just one quality that makes regulation difficult. Vendor regulation
requires cooperation between many levels and areas of government, and potentially thousands of
vendors in a city. One of the biggest obstacles to vendor regulation, as presented by Bromley, is
that, although they are often seen as a problem, and sometimes as a potential, they are rarely
high on any political or administrative agenda, and thus often ignored (Bromley, 2000).
Additionally, several City and County departments have been identified as being important in the
formation, implementation, and enforcement of vending programs including; city council,
community development department, policy department, county department of health, department
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of transportation, department of public works and the department of parks and recreation
(Dyrness, pg. 5). Because of this, vending legislation is often pieced together incrementally and
enforced sporadically by a number of different city and county departments that may or may not
communicate with one another regarding legislation and enforcement. One of the most common
policy responses to vendors is to move vending activity off the street to public or private markets,
where vendors can be more easily regulated. Other policy responses include cities encouraging a
select number of vendors to participate in business education programs; however, the distrusting
climate between vendors and governments often hinders the effectiveness of these programs
(Bromley, 2000).

Because vendors take advantage of a public good (sidewalks and streets) for private gain, some
see it as an instance where a tragedy of the commons may occur, with too many individuals
attempting to use a finite resource and thus ruining it for all (Kettles, 2004). Kettles, however,
believes a tragedy is avoided because vendors are operating adjacent to private businesses,
which have the opportunity and financial incentive to police activities in the area. Most scholars,
including Kettles, call for the de-regulation of vending and find that the benefits of vending far
outweigh the perceived and real costs. Additionally, the “Bellagio International Declaration of
Street Vendors” signed by “vendors, hawkers, union leaders, lawyers, bankers, architects,
planners, and academics” from more than five continents in 1995 urges governments to “form a
National Policy for hawkers and vendors by making them a part of the broader structural policies’
(Dyrness, 2002, pg. 3). Some improvements suggested by the Declaration include providing
vendors with legal assistance and financial and support services.

2.2.3 Vending in Los Angeles
Sidewalk vending is currently prohibited in Los Angeles. Those who choose to vend on the
sidewalk can face fines of up to $1,000 and up to 6 months in jail (Kettles, 2009). Sidewalk
vending has not always been illegal, and Los Angeles actually has a strong history of vending in
public places. Mexican vendors sold goods around the old pueblo in the 1800s until the turn of
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the century when business owners began to complain and new European entrepreneurs arrived
in the city (Dyrness, 2001). Anti-vending codes were continually tightened and by the mid 1970s
codes prohibited the sale of everything “except newspapers, steamed hot dogs, pretzels, and
poppies sold by war veterans” (Dyrness, 2001, p. 35).

In the 1980s, as more Central Americans came to Los Angeles, vendors began to appear on the
streets once again. Dyrness asserts that in addition to the factors that pushed immigrants to Los
Angeles, there were pull factors, mostly related to the state of the Los Angeles economy, which
encouraged informal vending activities. This growth instigated negative sentiments from the
community including concerns from other merchants, and worries that vendors were involved in
the peddling of illegal substances. During this time, however, there were movements to legalize
street vending by those who recognized the potential of vendors to help spur a pedestrian
revolution and recognized other economic benefits of vending. This debate existed even within
the City Council, who eventually created vending ordinance in 1994.

The “Sidewalk Vending Ordinance” (City Ordinance 171913) was established in part, to provide
the more than 7,000 estimated sidewalk vendors with a legal way to vend. Passage of this
ordinance took five years of debate and policy formation. The ordinance itself established twoyear pilot program to create eight separate vending districts in the City of Los Angeles. The
Community Development Department in Los Angeles was responsible for the oversight the
establishments of street vending districts (Dyrness, 2001 pg. 5).

A year after the ordinance was passed none of the vendors had taken advantage of the districts
and permits provided. Looking back, there is speculation that the police crackdown of vendors
around this time, as well as the ordinances outlawing of hot food vending kept it from being
popular with vendors (Los Angeles Times, 1995). Finally, five years after the initial passing of the
Ordinance, the first “sidewalk vending district” opened in MacArthur Park. At the time of the
opening, officials and scholars speculated that the creation of a district had taken so long
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because it was difficult to foster cooperation between vendors, neighbors, and businesses. (Los
Angeles Times, 1995)

Sidewalk vending debates began to take a backseat to conversation on other types of mobile
food vending, mainly vending from trucks, as trucks became more popular, and developments in
technology allowed food trucks to disseminate information regarding location.

2.2.4 Food Trucks in Los Angeles
Los Angeles is known for its freeways, traffic, car culture, and food trucks. Food trucks have a
long history in Los Angeles. Historically, trucks have primarily located in East Los Angeles
neighborhoods and serve traditional Mexican and South American cuisine. These “loncheros” are
neighborhood staples, and are often decorated with artwork that reflects the vendor’s nationality
(Steinhauer, 2008). Loncheros do not use the Internet to inform customers of their location and
park in one location where customers can locate them day after day.

Importantly, these

traditional trucks tend to locate in areas where there are no other restaurants. Popular sites
include street corners, construction areas, and office complexes (Bernstein, 2010).
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Figure 2-1 A traditional taco truck commonly found in east Los Angeles (NYT POV)
A few years after the inception of social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter newer
“gourmet” food trucks hit the streets of Los Angeles. Facebook and Twitter are examples of social
networking websites that allow users to “friend” or “follow” other users or businesses on the
Internet. Users can disseminate short messages to their friends and followers. Food vendors
have begun to provide followers with information regarding location and menu options. Instead of
serving traditional Mexican food, these trucks feature “fusion” food, bringing together endless
combinations of different cultural culinary traditions, ingredients and preparation methods. As
these first of these trucks became more popular, and began to garner thousands of followers on
Twitter, hundreds of other trucks followed in their footsteps. One of the first trucks is the famous
Kogi Korean BBQ, which that now boasts nearly 90,000 followers on Twitter. Most recently,
starting in 2010, established brick-and-mortar restaurants, like Canters Deli in Los Angeles, and
even larger chains, like Culver City based national chain Sizzler are starting food trucks to tap
into the craze.
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The explosion in the popularity and number of these highly mobile and incredibly popular gourmet
food trucks brought renewed attention to the regulation of food vendors on the streets of Los
Angeles. Traditional trucks served a handful of people at a time, usually from the same location
day after day. The new internet-using trucks could attract hundreds of people to one location, and
move often, many times to areas with established brick-and-mortar restaurants. While ordinances
have existed to curb vendor activity for several years, until recently, the City and County of Los
Angeles did not consistently enforce these regulations. Enacted in 2006, Los Angeles Ordinance
17760, which amended the Municipal Code section 80.73(b)2F, made it illegal for a “catering
truck” or taco truck to remain in the same location for more than 30 minutes in a residential area
and 60 minutes in a commercial area. A section of the code required vendors to move their trucks
at least a half a mile away from its previous location during each required move. This law was not
heavily enforced until 2009, when the rise of gourmet food vendors attention to mobile food
vending activity.

In a similar vein, Los Angeles County enacted a Code Section 7.62.070 that limited the amount of
time vendors (officially referred to as peddlers) can remain in the same area. This code included
language that required vendor’s to maintain the area around their vending vehicle. The code
states that vendors must ensure the location is “in a neat and orderly condition, pick up and
dispose in a sanitary manner all debris, garbage, papers, litter and other things which detract
from the sanitation, safety and appearance”. Those found in violation of the code could be cited
and charged up to $1,000 dollars in fines and six months in jail (Hernandez-Lopez, 2010). The
threat of jail time for vendor violations brought substantial attention to the new ordinance. This
ordinance went into effect in April 2008. And thus began the taco truck wars.

2.2.4.1 2008 Taco Truck War
Several scholars including Kettles (2006), Hernandez-Lopez (2010), and a variety of news
sources, such as Time Magazine (Keegan, 2008) acknowledge that 2008 was a monumental
year for mobile food vending controversy and debate in Los Angeles. As the popularity of mobile
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food vendors (specifically food trucks) increased, and neighborhoods became increasingly
concerned about neighborhood identity (Hernandez Lopez, 2010) Los Angeles County and the
City of Los Angeles began enforcing previously enacted regulations (mainly parking regulations)
to curb or end mobile food vendors.

Neighborhoods near recent gentrification such as Boyle Heights and East Los Angeles were
especially interested in curbing food truck operation during this time because of neighborhood
identify and aesthetic concerns (Hernandez-Lopez, 2010). Hernandez-Lopez notes that both
Boyle Heights and East LA lie adjacent to Downtown LA, where development interests were high
at this time and residents were interested in increasing real estate prices. Food vendors, they
thought, would not “appeal to new residents with higher-incomes or new businesses” (p. 7). The
opening of the Metro Gold Line, which linked East LA and Boyle Heights with Downtown Los
Angeles in 2009 added to these neighborhood identity concerns.

These growing concerns led to the increased enforcement of existing regulation and the creation
of new legislation. In 2008 the Los Angeles County Supervisors crafted and implemented a
parking ordinance to curb food trucks. A year later, the City of Los Angeles began to seriously
enforce parking ordinances aimed at mobile food vendors as well. Both sets of regulation
attempted to limit the amount of time that trucks could sell food from a parked vehicle. It was not
just the new “gourmet” food trucks that were impacted by the increased regulatory environment,
however. The “loncheros” or more traditional food trucks, which had been operating in East Los
Angeles and Boyle Heights for decades, were also subject to this new regulation.

Unfortunately, for those who hoped to curb food vending from trucks in Los Angeles, the courts
found flaws with these newly enforced regulations. Two major court cases, People v. Garcia and
Gonzalez v. City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation addressed the parking laws used
against taco trucks in both the County and the City of Los Angeles (Hernandez-Lopez, 2010). In
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both cases, the courts found in favor of the vendors, and determined that policy could not limit the
amount of time a mobile food vendor occupied a parking spot.
In August of 2008 a judge found the County mobile food vending parking ordinance
unconstitutional in The People v. Garcia. The judge presented three main holdings in the case.
The first was that the ordinance was too ambiguous to enforce, which made it unconstitutional.
The judge found that the time periods for operation outlined in the regulation were unclear, and
that people would have to “guess” at the meaning of the regulations. This lack of clarity was found
to be a violation of due process, and could lead to discrimination in enforcement. Second, it was
determined that the ordinance was pre-empted by California State Law and it conflicted with
existing California vehicle code, which states that local regulation of vehicles can only occur for
public safety reasons. California Vehicle Code Section 22455 states that local regulation on
vending must relate to public safety, and there seemed to be no “rational connection between
truck parking time limits and public safety. Third, the ordinance was deemed unconstitutional
because California legislature has limited local governments to enact ordinances that only
regulate, not prohibit sales from vehicles. While the ordinance did not appear to explicitly prohibit
the sale of food from food trucks, the 30- and 60-minute time limits outlined in the regulation was
found to make it impossible for vendors to set up their kitchen, cook food, and serve customers
(Hernandez-Lopez, 2010, p. 14). The court also found that 30 and 60 minute time durations
seemed to be arbitrary and not based on anything rational. Judge called it “naked restraint of
trade” and therefore invalid (Hernandez 15).
In Gonzales v. City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation, a California Superior Court
reversed a decision that upheld a parking ticket issued to a mobile food vendor operating a food
truck by the Los Angeles Police Department. The judge found that LA Municipal Code
80.73(b)(2)(F) was not related to public safety, as required by California Vehicle Code Sections
21 and 22455(b). The vendor Francisco Gonzalez, who had accrued more than $1,000 in fines,
was represented by a group of UCLA Law students.
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Both the cases described above rely heavily on the 1993 Barajas v Anaheim case, which
emphasized the preemption of state vehicle codes over local and municipal regulations of
vending that is conducted from a vehicle. Specifically, the California Vehicle Codes Sections on
vehicle vending, 22455 and 21,. provide important and clear descriptions of why local vending
regulation is limited in very specific circumstances (Hernandez-Lopez, 2010). These sections
clearly outline that local regulation of vendors can only be based on public safety concerns,
including crime. Business competition and quality of life issues are not allowable reasons for local
vendor regulation (Hernandez-Lopez, 2010, p. 17).

2.2.5 Present Day Vending in Southern California
The mobile food-vending scene in Southern California is constantly changing as vendors,
customers and officials adapt to new regulations, technologies, and fads. Since 2009, city and
county officials continue to propose new parking and health regulations for food vendors. In
response to these new regulations, both the loncheros and the new gourmet food trucks have
organized. The loncheros created La Asociacion de Loncheros L.A. Familia Unida de California
(Truck Vendors Association: The United Family of California) and the gourmet trucks created
Southern California Mobile Food Vendors Association: One Voice Mentoring Equitable Solutions
(SoCal MFVA) started by lawyer Matt Geller. The groups mobilized by forming webpages and
generating media attention for their positions.

Some of the loudest calls for the prohibition or regulation of vending comes from the business
community, especially restaurant owners who believe vendors take potential customers. For this
reason, and because the City and County of Los Angeles have been slow to adopt adequate
ordinances, some business owners have taken matters into their own hands.

The Wilshire Boulevard corridor became a popular news topic when it was suspected that local
business owners were purposefully parking “junker cars” in street parking spots, making it difficult
for taco trucks to stop and operate in the area (Behrens, 2010). The Wilshire Corridor is a popular
place for mobile food vendors to locate during lunch. Vendors first reported being cited by law
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enforcement for minor parking violations like parking to close to the curb, and parking too far from
the curb. One vendor was even told by a law enforcement officer “businesses don’t want you
guys here” (Simmons, 2010). LAist, a Los Angeles Blog, posted several stories on the junker car
parking wars on the 5700 block of Wilshire Boulevard. In one blog post, it was speculated that
maintenance works from a building that is home to a handful of eateries in the area were paid to
park their cars on the street. Parking tickets accrued throughout the day for remaining in spots
longer than posted times were then collected and paid by management of the restaurants and
building (Behrens, 2010). After it was discovered that these junker cars were being parked to
keep food trucks out of the area, individuals began posting notes on the cars urging people to
boycott the brick-and-mortar restaurants in the area. These parking wars on Wilshire have
garnered the attention of local politicians (Behrens, 2010). Councilmember Tom LaBonge, who
represents a portion of the Wilshire district, which some are calling “ground zero” of the taco truck
and brick-and-mortar business battle, attempted to enable legislation to restrict food trucks from
operating in commercially zoned areas. He is a proponent of designating “food truck zones” in
predetermined areas of Los Angeles (Behrens, 2010).

Mobile food vending regulation in Southern California is difficult because vending is an everchanging phenomenon with deep cultural roots. Constant advancements in technology, and the
gourmet food vending fad has drastically changed the nature of food vending in Los Angeles.
Historically, traditional taco trucks, or loncheros, were mainly concentrated in East Los Angeles
and neighborhoods with high concentrations of Hispanics. These trucks often operate on the
same street corner each day. Today, because vendors can notify their customers of location
changes, food trucks can move from one neighborhood to another. Increasingly popular, are the
gathering of several trucks, from two to twenty, at special events, gallery openings, or food truck
festivals. When food vendors cluster, they can collectively attract hundreds of pedestrians to an
area as small as one city block. As these events become more popular, they have begun to
garner negative attention and controversy for the perceived negative impacts they have on public
spaces including litter, public urination, crime, congestion, and parking issues.
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Perhaps the most visible and highly contested gathering of mobile food vendors in LA is the First
Friday event in Venice. First Friday events are held on the first Friday of each month in several
neighborhoods and meant to bring people to different neighborhoods to shop, eat, and socialize.
The most popular “First Friday” is in Venice on Abbot Kinney Boulevard. While this event was
originally planned and run without food trucks present, vendors quickly discovered that festivals
like this one, where pedestrians gathered to shop and eat were the perfect place to locate for
maximum visibility and sales. Before long, each First Friday festival at Abbot Kinney drew more
than 40 trucks, and brick-and-mortar restaurants and businesses began to complain that the
trucks were unfair competition, taking customer parking, and congesting the street. Public officials
noted that pedestrians were walking in the street to avoid the groups of people waiting around
food trucks on the sidewalks. Before long, the Abbot Kinney Merchant’s Association instituted a
parking ban during First Fridays and had “no parking” signs posted on Abbot Kinney (Bret, 2010).
The controversy over trucks on Abbot Kinney continues as members of food truck associations
call for the boycott of Abbot Kinney businesses. While the presence of mobile food vendors at
Venice First Friday events has caused controversy, food vendors at other community-planned
events have been embraced by event organizers for the pedestrians they attract, publicity they
create, and food they provide.

In order to appease worried politicians and business owners, some have organized to move
trucks off the street onto empty lots and unused parking lots. These attempts have been mixed in
terms of success. Often, the lack of mention of food vendors in zoning ordinances creates
confusing on whether or not they should be allowed to locate on private property. For example,
Matt Geller, the CEO of Southern California Mobile Food Vendors Association (SoCalMFVA),
planned to create a lot for the food trucks in Santa Monica who wished to operate off the public
street. He organized the Santa Monica Truck Lot and opened it in January 2009. A short time
later, the food truck lot organizers were informed that the lot on which the trucks were parking
was not zoned for events like the food truck lot. After several weeks of working with the City,
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organizers were able to reinstate the food truck lot in Santa Monica and it remains a popular
event. Currently, the Southern California MFVA runs 7 food truck lots in the Los Angeles Area.
Customers are able to see online in advance which trucks will be at what location on a specific
data. Southern California Mobile Food Vendors Association member trucks can contact the
organization to schedule time in a truck lot.

Food trucks provide temporary solutions to short term problems. For example, the University of
California Los Angeles is currently renovating a 40-year-old building to make room for the new
Court of Sciences Student Center. In order to provide “a long-term yet temporary lunch
replacement” for students during construction, the Food Service Director began a program to
invite a few trucks a day into the plaza. This UCLA food truck lot is popular with students, staff
and faculty at UCLA, who can check the daily schedule of trucks online (Hewitt 2010). The Mobile
th

food vendors association has established a Food Truck lot at 7 and Figueroa in the heart of
Downtown Los Angeles to solve a temporary problem. Because of renovations, several popular
th

lunchtime restaurants located in the shopping center at 7 and Figueroa were forced to close. In
order to appease the daytime work force in the downtown area, the property owners contacted
the SoCalMFVA in order to create this mobile food vending lot, and it has since become a popular
place for employees of nearby businesses to lunch (Mattia, 2011).
In response to food vendor controversies in Los Angeles, the City Council ordered the
establishment of a food vendor task force in October 2010. This “Mobile Food Truck Task Force”
comprised of the Los Loncheros, SoCal Mobile Food Vendors Association, Los Angeles County
Department of Public health, Police Department, Fire Department, Department of Transportation,
Department of City Planning, Bureau of Street Services, Office of Finance, City Attorney, Mayor’s
Office and Neighborhood Councils and Business Improvement Districts. This task force was to
meet regularly to “address industry needs and concerns, and identify possible locations for offstreet catering locations” (Miller, 2011).
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In February 2011, a task force created Report of the Chief Legislative Analyst was presented to
the Los Angeles City Council (Miller, 2011). The report describes the issues covered in the task
force meetings to-date, which have generally addressed two distinct categories: quality of life
issues in neighborhoods where vendors locate, and business competition between brick-andmortar restaurants and vendors. One of the main concerns cited in the report is that there is a
perceived inequity between the regulations that mobile food vendors are subject to and the
regulations that brick-and-mortar restaurants are subject to. For example, restaurant owners are
required to maintain the cleanliness and safety of their sidewalk areas, and have restrictions on
outdoor vending. Public safety concerns cited in the report include the impedance of the free flow
of pedestrian traffic, motorist distraction, and obstruction of view of pedestrians. The report
hypothesizes that the increasing use of technology by food vendors encourages individuals to
drive from other neighborhoods to truck locations who then cause that congestion and litter.

2.3 Gaps in Existing Literature
Analysis of existing literature provides insight into areas that lack adequate study. While the role
of street food and mobile vendors in developing countries has been studied extensively, less
attention has been given to the study of street food in the United States. A considerable portion of
past research on food vending in the U.S. focused on the economic aspects of vending. Scholars
have studied mobile vendors as business incubators, the relationship between street food and the
provision of healthy food options in underserved communities, and mobile food vending as a
means of income generation for various cultural groups across the country. Six areas that have
not been addressed adequately in existing literature have been identified. These six areas relate
to vending in the United States and include:

1. Quality of life arguments against vending
A considerable amount of the research developed on mobile food vending in the United States
outlines the quality of life arguments against food vending. These issues include parking and
pedestrian congestion, litter, crime, noise, and odor caused by mobile food vending activity. Little
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research has been completed, however, to attempt to study these issues in depth. Planners and
city officials could benefit from formal qualitative and quantitative research on the validity of these
arguments and severity of these issues.

2. Impact of vending on neighborhood vitality and public space use
Existing literature implies that mobile food vendors can impact public space use. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that vendors can bring people to an area and provide opportunities for
socialization in public areas. There is inadequate research into the specific impacts of street
vending on neighborhood vitality and public space use, however, especially considering recent
technological advancements like gourmet food trucks and the use of the Internet to advertise
vending location, which have been minimally studied.

3. Impact of mobile food vendors on perception of public space.
While little research has been conducted on the impact of mobile food vendors on the use of
public space, even less has been conducted on the impact of mobile food vendors on user’s
perceptions of public space. Many arguments against food vending revolve around perception of
mobile food vendors, including thoughts that they are unsightly or make public areas look messy
or congested. Planners and policymakers would benefit from formal investigation into public
space user’s perceptions on mobile food vendors and public spaces where mobile food vendors
are present.

4. Regulation challenges and successes
Recently, more attempts have been made to study regulatory and zoning issues that impact
mobile food vending. There appears to be a need for more research in the areas of street vending
policies and regulation in the United States as well as the appropriate role of government in
mobile food vending regulation.
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Some municipalities are currently attempting to craft policies addressing the location, design,
operation, and number of food trucks as well as policies that mandated a health grading system
for food trucks. Officials are experimenting with the idea of creating special zones for food trucks
and vendors and/or regulating vendors through the use of fines and fees. These policies could
prove difficult to effectively create and implement, however, considering the lack of scholarly work
on food vending in the United States.

5. Location choices and patterns of mobile food vendors
Advancements in social networking and smart phones have allowed mobile food vendors to
become significantly more mobile. Impacts of these advancements, however, because they are
relatively new, have been studied very little. Location choices of mobile food vendors, considering
these new advancements in technology, are particularly interesting. Uncovering location patterns
of these hyper-mobile food vendors could produce important information for policymakers, or
reveal patterns to inform pilot programs.

6. Economic impact of mobile food vendors on brick-and-mortar businesses
One of the most popular arguments against mobile food vendors is that they are unfair
competition to established restaurants. This argument is the basis for much of the animosity
toward food trucks and regulatory attempts made by City and County officials. These claims are
mostly based on anecdotal evidence, and formal attempts to uncover the actual economic impact
of mobile food vendors on brick-and-mortar restaurants is lacking.
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3. Research Questions and Rationale
The six research gaps identified indicate that there is a need to better understand how mobile
food vendors operate, where they locate, how they make location decisions, how they impact the
perception and use of public space, and how they are regulated. In an effort to fill some of these
research gaps, this thesis examines several aspects of mobile food vending in Los Angeles. If
cities are to regulate mobile food vending effectively, it is imperative that their regulatory
decisions are based on a solid and complete understanding of as many facets of vending as
possible. The specific research question addressed through this study is: What are the
relationships among policies on food vendors, food vendors, and the public’s use and perception
of urban space?

Answering this question will require the study of mobile food vendors, policies that govern mobile
food vendors, vendor location choices, and vendor relationship to public space and the use and
perception of urban public space. Figure 3-1 illustrates the relationships that will be explored in
order to attempt to address this question. In order to adequately address the main research
question, it has been broken into the following more specific research questions (RQ):

3.1 Research Question 1
Where do food vendors locate and what factors influence location choice?
With recent advances in social networking and smart phones, it is easy for food trucks to move to
any location while still ensuring that customers know where they are. Location choices and
patterns of food vendors in this new technological environment have not been studied and could
reveal interesting findings regarding business location choices and patterns of location.
Additionally, if it is found that food trucks tend to locate in some neighborhoods or types of areas
more than others, it can have significant policy and urban design implications.
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3.2 Research Question 2
What policies does Los Angeles have that may impact the location and operation of food
vendors?
It is important to study the policies addressing to food vending because they can affect many
aspects of food vending operation including location choice, hours of operation, and duration of
stay. Policies vary greatly from city to city, and in order to understand how policies have impacted
current vending practices, the relationship between vendors and policy is important to study. This
question excludes some policies that regulate vendors on areas that do not directly relate to
operation and location of food trucks, including public health regulations.

3.3 Research Question 3
What is the relationship between food vendors and public space and public space use?
Understanding the relationship between vendors and public space use is important in determining
if vendors contribute to or detract from neighborhood or street vitality, and if they change the way
individuals and groups use public spaces. Impacts on public space use, whether positive or
negative, have implications for both the design of public spaces (including streets) as well as
public policy that govern public space use and food vendors. The impact of vendors on the public
spaces themselves will also be studied. This includes an investigation into whether spaces are
impacted physically by vendors (for example: measuring the presence of litter).

3.4 Research Question 4
What is the relationship between mobile food vendors and public space user’s perception
of public space?
Understanding public space users’ perception of a public space, both when the food trucks are
present, and when they are not, can provide insight into whether or not the presence of food
trucks makes public spaces seem more or less safe, appealing, or lively, and why this may be.
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Examining these research questions together will contribute to a more complete understanding of
the complex and interwoven relationships present in the world of food trucks and vending in Los
Angeles. All relationships explored have policy and design implications, which will be examined
after data has been collected and analyzed. Given that food trucks and public space use are
regulated by policy, a final product will include policy recommendations for local jurisdictions
using the information gathered and analyzed in the study.

Food Vendor

Figure 3-1 Diagram of relationships explored through each Research Question (RQ)
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4. Methodology and Data Analysis Process
A multifaceted approach was used to address the research questions using the case study of Los
Angeles. As described by Robert Yin (2003), case studies are best suited for studies involving
“how” and “why” research questions in which behavioral events can be accessed but not
controlled (p. 7). Several of the research questions in this study can be viewed as “how” research
questions. RQ1 asks how food vendors decide where to locate. RQ3 and RQ4 ask how food
vendors relate to public space use and perception. All of these questions address contemporary
events that can be easily accessed, but not easily manipulated, suggest that case study is the
most appropriate way to study the current mobile food vending phenomenon. The case study
examined in this thesis will be based upon Yin’s technical definition. He defines case studies as
being “empirical inquiries” that are used to investigate contemporary phenomenon in its current
context. They are especially useful at times when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not evident. Yin also notes that this research method is best used when there are
many variables of interest and multiple sources of evidence. Case studies rely on prior
“theoretical knowledge” to help guide both data collection and analysis (Yin, 2003, p. 13).
Research design, data collection, and data analysis conducted in this thesis were guided by Yin’s
case study protocol.

4.1 Case Study Selection
Los Angeles officials have a history of leveraging policy to attempt to make vending difficult or
even illegal, which makes it an interesting case study for examination (Crawford, 1995). This,
along with the fact that it is a city with a rich history of street food vending, makes it an ideal study
area for this research endeavor. Additionally, the city is conveniently located to allow for many
site visits for observation and data collection. Los Angeles County currently has a thriving food
vending scene, with more than 14,000 on the street. As the street food movement grows in
popularity, events to support food trucks and mobile food vendors are being held. These include
“First Fridays” street festivals, where up to 40 vendors park their trucks in a neighborhood during
an existing street festival, “Food Truck Fridays” at various locations throughout the county, and
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the Vendy Awards, the first competition for the “best” street food in Los Angeles, held on May 15,
2010. While these events may herald the coming of age of the new street food movement in Los
Angeles, it is the daily interaction between food vendors, public space, public space users, and
policymakers and the rich food vending history in the region that make Los Angeles an interesting
case study for street food vending.

4.2

Methods and Instrumentation

4.2.1 Vendor Location Analysis and Archival Research
Vendor Location analysis and archival research were conducted to uncover patterns of
movement of food vendors, identify sites of confluence and conflict and reveal themes related to
food truck operation and use of public space and policy in Los Angeles.

The vendor location analysis involved following the Twitter feed of approximately 20 food trucks in
Los Angeles County for three weeks during November 2010. Twitter is a social networking site on
which members can post messages up to 140 characters in length, which are then posted on the
“feed” of those following the user. The food trucks selected were chosen because they were the
20 most popular trucks operating in Los Angeles County on Twitter determined by number of
followers receiving each truck’s tweets. During this three-week period, the lunch (between 11 am
and 2 pm) and dinner (between 5pm and 9pm) locations of the chosen trucks were recorded in a
database.

The archival research was completed in two parts. Archival research conducted to study food
vendors in the media was conducted on the Internet. LexisNexis was the primary instruments
used for this collection. This research included completing a search of relevant news articles on
food vending and food trucks in Los Angeles in the Los Angeles Times and other popular
newspapers. The remainder of the archival research included investigation of city and county
municipal codes and ordinances in order to discover what policies impact food vendors in Los
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Angeles City and County. Through this research an exhaustive list of all relevant policies and
government codes was compiled.

4.2.2 Food truck operator interviews
Food truck operators were approached in the field and emailed with an invitation to participate in
an online survey (Appendix A).

Food truck operators located in study areas during site observations were approached and asked
to fill out the survey. Approximately 20 trucks were contacted this way. Because observation
periods were during busy lunch and dinner truck stops, many truck operators were unable to take
the time to answer the survey questions. Busy vendors were asked for their contact information
and contacted later via email.

A total of 40 food trucks were contacted via email. The first email introduced the project, asked
the vendors for their participation in the survey, and provided a link to the online survey hosted at
surveymonkey.com. A second email, sent two weeks after the initial email, was sent as a
reminder and also contained the URL link for the online survey. Approximately four truck
operators answered basic questions in the field about truck location and operation, and six
vendors filled out the online survey.

The email addresses for the trucks were obtained from vendor websites and Twitter. The main
instrument used for online surveying was Survey Monkey. Spreadsheet software was utilized
once the surveys were collected to sort and analyze survey responses.

4.2.3 In-Depth Expert Interviews
In-depth interviews of several key role players in the Los Angeles mobile vending were conducted
between February and April 2011. These interviews were 30 minutes in length and conducted
over the phone. For the purpose of this study, “expert” is defined as an individual who works with
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mobile food vendors in some way including vendor operation, policy formation, enforcement,
planning or advocacy.

The in depth interviews were conducted in a flexible format. Questions for each role player were
generated before the interview, but the interviews themselves were conversational and followed
the natural progression of the conversation. Basic questions asked of interviewees included:
•

How did you get involved in the mobile food vending?

•

What do you think of the mobile food vendor regulatory atmosphere?

•

How do you think/observe mobile food vendors impact public space use?

•

What do you think the future holds for food vending in Los Angeles?

•

Where do you think the most popular vending areas are and why?

At the end of each interview, the interviewee was asked if there were other individuals to talk with
about food vending, and if there was anything the interviewer had not asked about that was
important. Follow up questions were asked of interview subjects if needed, allowing the
researcher to clarify what was said.

Interview subjects were selected for their role in the food-vending scene in Los Angeles. Several
individuals were discovered through the archival research and analysis of existing documents on
food vending in Los Angeles. Others were identified by previous interviewees who identified them
as important role players in street food vending in Los Angeles.

4.2.4 Site Observation
Three sites were chosen for study through information obtained from the location analysis,
archival research, and Twitter feeds of trucks in Los Angeles. Because of the mobile nature of
food trucks, sites were chosen the day before observation, once each truck confirmed their
location for the next day. Each site visit included behavior observation and mapping, public space
user surveying, photographing the site, a site inventory, and general observations. Each site visit
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began with a pre-observation inventory of the site and base-map drawing on a pre-made form
(Appendix B). The researcher then observed general behavioral patterns in the area. After
observation, public space users were approached to fill out the public space survey.

The observation and behavior mapping methodology drew from previous scholars’ work in
behavior mapping and environmental psychology including that of Whyte, Hall and Zeisel. Hall
(1969) provides one of the first looks at examining how people use space in his classic The
Hidden Dimension, where he introduces the idea of proxemics and presents the idea that the
spatial dimension is important in determining human behavior. As explained by Zeisel (2006),
behavior observations are often necessary when conducting a case study in order to “get
sufficient data about different aspects of the project” (p. 98). In order to “offset research bias”
resulting from observations conducted during this thesis, researchers will acted as “marginal
participants” in the public spaces chosen for study while observing and mapping behaviors (p.
198). Precautions, suggested by Zeisel, were taken in order to control unwanted side effects of
marginal participation, including deliberate choice of clothing and props in order to not stand out
as an obvious observer. This research method included observation and analysis of the actors,
significant others, relationships observed, context, and setting as outlined by Zeisel.

At each site, the same instruments were used for data collection. Base maps and tally sheets
were used to gather information on pedestrian movement patterns and behavior. A digital camera
was used to take photographs of notable behaviors and conflicts that arose during mobile food
vending service.

4.2.4.1 North University Park
The first site, North University Park was identified as a study area near a university campus (the
University of Southern California) through the truck location analysis and informal surveys
conducted with employees at the University of Southern California. The location was visited on
three occasions, February 3, 4 and March 4. Each observation period included site inventory and
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photographing, behavior mapping, and surveying of public space users at the three popular truck
locations in this neighborhood.

4.2.4.2 Downtown Los Angeles
th

The second site, Hope and 9 Avenue in Downtown Los Angeles, was identified as a study area
through the truck location analysis as a study site in Downtown Los Angeles. This site was visited
on two occasions, February 4 and March 4, both Fridays. Approximately 10-15 food trucks locate
on this street each Friday at lunch for an informal lunch stop. On the two occasions the site was
observed from 11 AM to 2 PM during which time behavior maps were created, photographs were
taken, and surveys of public space users were conducted. On these days food truck operators
were approached and asked to answer several questions regarding mobile food vendor
operations. Operators who were too busy to answer questions were asked for contact information
and emailed with the URL of the online vendor survey.

4.2.4.3 San Pedro
th

The third site, located at 5 and Pacific Street in San Pedro was identified as a residential site for
observation through truck analysis and Twitter. This location was observed once on March 15
between the hours of 5 PM and 7 PM. During this time, behavior maps were created, a site
inventory and photographs were taken, and public space surveys were conducted. Unsuccessful
attempts were made to speak with the food truck operator.

4.2.5 Public Space User Surveys
At each site, public space users were approached and asked to complete a public space user
survey (Appendix C). Researchers approached every other individual in the project sites, unless
time allowed the soliciting of everyone in an area to complete a survey. The response rate is
estimated to be approximately 80%. About half of the surveys were conducted verbally in order to
allow the researcher to ask more in depth questions of the public space user. The other half of
the surveys were filled out by the public space user.
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4.3 Pilot Study
Several of the methods outlined in this chapter were field tested in two pilot studies. The pilot
studies were conducted at a Cal Poly San Luis Obispo campus food truck and the Grill ‘em All
truck in Los Angeles. The purpose of the pilot studies were to observe the general behavior of
customers and public space users at food trucks and test several of the research instruments in
order to determine their utility. Each site was observed for approximately an hour, during which
time the researcher conducted behavior mapping and wrote general notes on public space user
behavior. After the pilot studies, the results were analyzed and the mapping instruments and
methodology was adjusted accordingly.

On December 12, 2010 at 12 PM a pilot study was conducted on the Cal Poly Campus at the
University operated food truck. The truck operates at lunch and dinner for two hours at a time. At
lunch, when the pilot study was conducted, the truck was located on campus in a pedestrian
plaza. The truck was observed for 20 minutes, and pedestrian movements were recorded on a
previously drawn base map. There was light precipitation during observation.

As the behavior observation and mapping techniques were tested during the first pilot study
outlined above, the second pilot study conducted on December 16, 2010, was meant to provide
insight into food truck patron behavior especially as it relates to the ability to conduct public space
user surveys. The food truck, “Grill 'em All” was observed for approximately 30 minutes beginning
at 1:30 PM. During the observation the truck was parked on the corner of an intersection in the
City of Los Angeles in the Granada Hills District. Throughout the observation a light rain was
falling. Lunch service for the mobile food truck lasts from noon until 2 PM.

Several things were learned from the pilot studies. First, it became clear that not all behavior
during a 20 or 30-minute observation time could be recorded on one sheet. During future
observations, several sheets were be used to record activity every few minutes. After
observation, these sheets were compiled to yield behavior over the entire observation period
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Additionally, it was concluded that not all activity was important to observe. For example, much of
the observer’s energy was put toward noting where individuals not associated with the food truck
were walking or standing. This took away from the ability to observe and note what food truck
patrons were doing, how they were interacting, and whom they were interacting with. For this
reason, it was determined that during future observations, specific behaviors of individuals will not
be noted, but observations will be more general in nature (for example, marking the primary path
of pedestrians rather than noting each path of every pedestrian moving through a space).

One of the most pertinent observations regarding consumer behavior during the Grill ‘em All pilot
study was that there was a significant amount of time when the patrons had to wait in line to
order, and also wait for their food. Total waiting time was around 20 to 30 minutes. Considering
this was the end of the lunch shift, wait times could potentially be longer during the peak of the
lunch shift. This indicated that there would be ample time for patrons to fill out surveys as they
wait for their food at all sites.

Although the food truck patrons seemed to have enough time while at the truck to fill out the short
public space user survey, it appeared as if the food truck operators would be harder to survey.
Even though this pilot study was conducted at the end of the lunch period, there was a constant
line of people ordered food at the truck. At 2 PM the truck stopped taking orders and began to
clean the site and prepare to depart the area. Presumably because of parking regulations, the
food vendor had to vacate the parking spot very near 2 PM, leaving little time to answer survey
questions. For this reason, it was determined that in addition to asking vendors to fill out the
survey on site, the vendor survey was distributed via email as an online survey through Survey
Monkey.
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4.4

Data Analysis Process

The data analysis process varied depending on the method of data collection and type of data
collected. The following processes were used to analyze collected data.

For the mobile food vendor location mapping and analysis 20 mobile food vending trucks were
followed on Twitter for three weeks. Once location data was collected, the locations were mapped
to uncover patterns of movement, identify truck clusters and locate popular locations for vending.
During analysis, known special events and private catering locations were discarded from the
data because the research goal was to uncover physical and regulatory influences on truck
location these special events were omitted in order to determine the popular locations for regular
meal services of trucks in Los Angeles. These include Venice First Fridays, Art Walk in
Downtown Los Angeles and public and private fundraising events. Once mapped, the locations
were classified into neighborhoods. Because neighborhood boundaries in Los Angeles County
can be highly subjective, the boundaries previously defined by the Los Angeles Times’ “Mapping
LA” project were used in classification.

Neighborhoods were then classified into four groups: Campus, Entertainment Core, Office Core,
and Residential Area. This classification allowed further analysis of the location choices and
patterns of mobile food vendors.

The articles used in archival research were obtained through LexisNexis and were read and
analyzed for content. This analysis included identification of key role players, dates, policies, and
food vending events in Los Angeles. These articles were analyzed to uncover how mobile food
vendors were portrayed by the media, and to gather information about how neighborhoods,
community groups, politicians and even individuals reacted to the rise of the gourmet food trucks,
and policies and government actions. Policies and ordinances that impact mobile food vending
found through the archival research process were analyzed to determine what policies impact
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mobile food vendors with a special interest in the policies that impact vendor location and
operation.

Survey and interview data obtained from vendor and public space surveys and in-depth
interviews were analyzed for content. The results from the food truck operator surveys and
interviews were compiled and analyzed to uncover common patterns and themes regarding
location choices and food truck operator perceived impact on public space. The answers to the
questions that asked operators to rank the importance of various factors when determining a
location to vend were weighted in order to allow for quantitative analysis of factors impacting
location. In-depth interview answers were summarized and analyzed for content to uncover
common themes in the interviews.

The results of the public space user surveys were compiled in a database. Basic information was
then extrapolated from the data, such as average age and gender of interviewee. The answers to
the questions were then analyzed at each site, then compiled and analyzed for all sites. Answers
to questions were then analyzed to generate public space use, perception, urban design, and
policy implications.

The behavior maps completed at each site visit were compiled and digitized in order to provide
the opportunity to analyze patterns of behavior and major conflicts in each site location. The
behavior maps were then cross-referenced with the observation field notes and photographs
taken during observation. Photographs were analyzed for content and chosen for inclusion in the
study based on their ability to illustrate important behaviors or conflicts in each site.
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5. Findings
5.1. Location Analysis and Archival Research
5.1.1. Location Analysis
Location information gathered from the twitter feeds of 20 mobile food vendors for a duration of
three weeks were mapped by neighborhood in Los Angeles. Lunch and dinner locations were
recorded and analyzed separately to reveal potential differences in location. The frequency of
mobile food vendors locating in each neighborhood for lunch and dinner is depicted in Table 5-1.
Downtown Los Angeles is a popular place for mobile food vendors during lunch and dinner
service. The most popular vending area for all lunch locations was Santa Monica with 19% of the
recorded locations during the three-week study period. Hollywood was the most popular dinner
location with 12.6% of the recorded locations.
Table 5-1 Neighborhoods identified with food trucks during location analysis
Lunch
Dinner
Location
Downtown

Neighborhood
Type
Office Core

Number
of stops
11

Percentage of all
lunch stops
9.5%

Number
of stops
11

Percentage of
all dinner stops
12.6%

Studio City

Office Core

9

7.8%

0

0.0%

Santa Monica

Office Core

22

19.0%

8

9.2%

Mid Wilshire

Office Core

7

6.0%

4

4.6%

Sawtelle

Office Core

9

7.8%

4

4.6%

Century City

Office Core

2

1.7%

0

0.0%

Westwood/UCLA

Campus

9

7.8%

3

3.4%

North University Park/

Campus

7

6.0%

2

2.3%

Eagle Rock

Residential

3

2.6%

4

4.6%

Venice

Entertainment

2

1.7%

9

10.3%

South LA

Residential

4

3.4%

4

4.6%

East LA

Residential

2

1.7%

4

4.6%

Hollywood

Entertainment

4

3.4%

11

12.6%

Culver City

Office Core

4

3.4%

2

2.3%

Pasadena

Residential

4

3.4%

5

5.7%

Silver Lake/Echo

Residential

3

2.6%

5

5.7%

Glendale

Office Core

3

2.6%

2

2.3%

Burbank

Office Core

6

5.2%

0

0.0%

The Valley

Residential

5

4.3%

9

10.3%

116

100.0%

87

100.0%

Total
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Gathering the lunch and dinner locations of selected mobile food vendors revealed several
patterns in truck location choice. There appears to be a difference between the mobile food
vendor locations for lunch and dinner. Mobile food vendors appeared to locate in neighborhoods
with high concentrations of office buildings as well as campus areas during lunch service.

The five most popular areas for lunchtime location were Santa Monica, Downtown Los Angeles,

Number of Trucks

Studio City, Sawtelle in West LA and Westwood/UCLA, as depicted in Figure 5-1.
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 5-1 Number of food trucks recorded in each neighborhood during lunch

Mobile food vendors were more likely to be found in entertainment cores and residential areas for
dinner service as represented in Figure 5-2. These neighborhoods represent areas where many
people spend time in the afternoon and evening. The five most popular neighborhoods for
dinnertime service were Downtown Los Angeles, Hollywood, Venice, The Valley, and Santa
Monica. No trucks were recorded during dinner service in Studio City, Century City or Burbank, all
of which are office core areas.
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Number of Trucks

12
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0

Figure 5-2 Number of food trucks recorded in each neighborhood during dinner

Figures 5-3 and 5-4 illustrate the variation in mobile food vending activity in neighborhood types
for lunch and dinner service. Vending activities in office core areas was 63% of the total lunchtime
vending activity of trucks followed during the study period. During dinner, vending in office core
areas made up only 36% of total vending activity, and the majority of this activity was in
Downtown Los Angeles, which is an entertainment core as well as an office core. In the results
gathered, vending in entertainment areas, or places with vibrant nightlife and shops that stay
open late, such as Hollywood and Venice was three times more likely to take place during dinner
thank lunch.
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Entertainment
Core
11%
Campus
14%
Residential
Neighborhood
12%

Office Core
63%

Figure 5-3 Percent of food trucks recorded in each type of neighborhood during lunch

Campus
6%

Entertainment
Core
34%

Office Core
36%

Residential
Neighborhood
24%
Figure 5-4 Percent of food trucks recorded in each type of neighborhood during dinner
It can be concluded that mobile food vendors find different places attractive to vend at different
times of the day.

Based on this analysis, three locations were chosen in Los Angeles County for study. A “campus”
location was chosen in North University Park near the University of Southern California. An “office
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th

core” location was chosen in Downtown Los Angeles near 9 and Hope Streets. A “residential”
location was chosen in San Pedro.

Figure 5-5 The three study areas chosen for analysis in Los Angeles County

5.1.2 Mobile Food Vendor Regulation
Archival research conducted revealed important information regarding significant relevant policies
at the State, County, and City level. The policies are presented in groups according to how they
potentially impact food vendors including; health, truck operation and design and location.
Significant policies are outlined in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2 Policies impacting mobile food vending in Los Angeles
Health
Each vehicle must have a health permit for municipality of operation.
California Code: 114315 Trucks must have a “bathroom letter” from a business with an accessible bathroom
within 200 feet of a location if vending for over an hour
California code: 114317 The exterior of the mobile food facility and the surrounding area shall be maintained in a
sanitary condition
Los Angeles County Code, Title 8: County of Los Angeles Environmental Health Programs Food Inspection
Bureau Vehicle Inspection Program provides letter grades for food vendor

Operation and Design
LAMC 80.73(b)2(B) trucks must obey all posted parking restrictions
LAMC 80.73(b)2(C) Food must be dispensed from the sidewalk side of the truck
LAMC 80.73(b)2(D) Trucks must have a conspicuous, clearly marked litter receptacle
LAMC 80.73(b)2(E) Trash must be removed from the area around the truck. This includes materials dispensed
from the truck as well as other items left by customers like cigarette butts after vending in a location
LAMC 56.08(c) Nothing can obstruct the “free passage of pedestrians or vehicles along” any street or sidewalk
. This prohibits parts of a truck from going into the public right of way, and the placement of temporary truck
provided street furniture.
LAMC 56.08(e) The truck “hatch” shall be more than 7 feet above the sidewalk
California Code 114297 Trucks shall be cleaned and serviced at least once a day

Location
California Code: 114295(c) Trucks must be parked at a Commissary overnight
LAMC 80.73 Vendors are prohibited within 500 feet of a school

LAMC Section 80.73 outlines parking regulations for food truck vendors. Some policies in this
section have been overturned by the Los Angeles Superior Court, while others remain intact and
enforceable. A recent report presented to the Los Angeles City Council states that the City
Attorney “has opined that a complete rewrite of LAMC Section 80.73 would be appropriate to
address public health and safety issues” (Miller, 2010). The Mobile food vendor task force
discussed previously will develop this revised code.

The report from the task force also outlined possible additions to the revised code such as
redefining catering trucks to include unhitched trailers, changes in the issuance of special events
permits for food trucks, and allowing only one food truck to sell food on each block. The task force
recommended keeping several existing policies, including policies that require the removal of
trash from vending areas by truck operators before, during and after vending activity, and the
requirement that the lessee of a mobile food truck obtain all permits before leasing a mobile food
truck.
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While efforts have been made to explicitly regulate mobile food vendor locations in the City and
County of Los Angeles, currently, there are very few regulations that directly regulate where a
food truck can operate. Because of this mobile food vendors are free to The requirement that
vending vehicles adhere to all posted parking regulations may not seem significant, because it
applies to all vehicles on the road, it has proven to be a useful regulatory tool to use in the
attempts to curb food trucks. When officials feel pressure to address the food truck “problems”
often, the first response is to crack down on the enforcement of basic parking regulations in
targeted areas.

One policy that can have a significant impact on mobile food vendor location is California Code
114315, which requires a “bathroom letter” from a business within 200 feet of a food truck
location (provided the truck operator wishes to remain for more than one hour). A “bathroom
letter” is a written letter of consent from a nearby businesses owner whose business has a
restroom deemed acceptable by the health department. The increasingly political nature of mobile
food vending in Los Angeles can make it difficult for vendors to obtain such letters. The mere
requirement of such a letter prohibits trucks from locating in one spot on a whim without
significant forethought. This can prevent trucks from operating near special one-time events
without planning ahead of time.

While there do not seem to be an overwhelming number of regulations placed on vendors,
regulations can be confusing and hard to understand. Regulation in many cities, including Los
Angeles, are complicated because many governing bodies have a say in various aspects of
regulation, and regulation can be “incremental, piecemeal, and at worst, contradictory” (Bromley
2000). This is certainly the case in Los Angeles, where the City and County have vending
regulation, which have changed more than once in the past several years. Once LAMC Section
80.73 is revised, there may be additional regulations that impact the location choices of food
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trucks. A benefit of a complete rewrite of this section of code, however, is that it will be less
confusing and more cohesive than it is currently.

5.1.3 Mobile Food Vendors in the Media
Relevant newspaper articles and blog entries were analyzed to gain an understanding of vending
history and background in Los Angeles. The analysis of newspaper articles on food vending in
Los Angeles also uncovered information on how food vendors have been viewed by different
communities and how they are portrayed in the media. Each article was analyzed for content and
the major themes of the articles are outlined in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3 Newspaper articles on food vending gathered during archival research
Date
Source
Author
Title
Themes
11/16/87

LATimes

Jesus
Sanchez

Taco truck put aspiring immigrants on
wheels

7/11/99

LATimes

Culture wars; The hidden anxiety in a
taco-vendor fight

4/14/08

LATimes

Ruben
Navarrette
Jr.
Jean-Paul
Renaud

4/16/08

LATimes

4/21/08

LATimes

5/1/08

Traditional trucks, economic
benefits of vending,
oversaturation of the Mexican
food truck market
Racism and taco truck regulations

Curbing East LA taco trucks;
Restrictions loom as restaurants
complain that vendors are hurting
businesses

"It’s a convenient service to the
community"2008 county
ordinance, brick-and-mortar,
political pressure

Jean-Paul
Renaud
C. Thi
Nguyen

East LA taco truck owners say they'll
stay put
Humble trucks, great food; Affordable,
tasty tacos, right on the street. Why
does LA want to spoil the fun?

2008 county ordinance, brickand-mortar resistance
social aspect of trucks, "joy of
festival food", brick-and-mortar,
cultural nature of food trucks

LATimes

Jean-Paul
Renaud

2008 county ordinance, cultural
nature of food trucks

5/2/08

LATimes

Anonymous

5/3/08

NYTimes

Jennifer
Steinhauer

On a taco truck bandwagon; An Internet
protest targets an LA County law
curbing the trucks parking times.
Tasty meals on wheels; Taco trucks
provide a service, a snack and a slice of
LA life. If you agree, place your order
here.
Mild Angelenos Turn Hot in Battle on
Taco Trucks

5/14/08

Christian
Science
Monitor

Daniel
Wood

Los Angeles in a Stew Over Taco
Trucks

5/16/08

Houston
Chronicle

John
Rogers

8/28/08

LATimes

Garrett
Therolf

2/25/09

NYTimes

3/9/09

Newsweek

Jennifer
Steinhauer
Andrew
Romano

LA's taco trucks stayed parked Several
vendors just ignore a new law that they
have to move each hour
Taco Trucks can stay parked; Judge
overturns LA County's 1-hour limit on
how long they can remain in one place.
An appeal is expected.
For a New Generation, Kimchi Goes
with Tacos
Now 4 Restaurant 2.0; Thanks to
Twitter and the Web, LA is Obsessed
with the Korean Tacos of America's

2008 county ordinance, cultural
nature of food trucks
cultural tradition2008 county
ordinance
2008 county ordinance, sense of
community, neighborhood
complaints, regional heritage,
neighborhood camaraderie,
safety
2008 county ordinance, Taco
Truck Wars of 2008
2008 county ordinance

Kogi, Fusion
Rise of food trucks, youthful,
urban, multiethnic, wired and
communal
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First Viral Restaurant
6/11/09

LATimes

5/20/09

LATimes

5/24/09

LATimes

7/22/09

LATimes

3/12/10
5/17/10

The
Jerusalem
Post
LATimes

6/21/10

Phil Willon

Taco trucks can just stay put, court
says; LA law that restricted how long
mobile food vendors could remain
parking in one place has been
overturned
Jeff Gottlieb Taco trucks are feeling the crunch
across the U.S.
Ann
Mobile food vendors told to leave
Simmons
Miracle Mile: Crackdown aims to rid
area of illegal lunch trucks, police say
Elina
The food trucks just keep rolling
Shatkin

Faye Levy

Chasing the Grilled Cheese Truck

Eater LA

Kate
Linthicum
Kat Odell

Old School Edges Out New at Food
Vendor Contest
Last Week's Save Our Trucks Food
Truck Protest

6/25/10

Eater LA

Kat Odell

Food Trucks

10/12/10

NYTimes

Adam
Nagourney

Inspectors in rearview as food trucks
rule road.

9/22/10

Eater LA

Kat Odell

9/23/10

Dan Glaister

11/27/10

The
Guardian
(London)
Yo Venice

Santa Monica Attempts a Food Truck
Lot Again
The Gourmet Taco truck invasion

N/A

No Parking for food trucks on Abbot
Kinney First Friday

1/10/11

Eater LA

N/A

Midtown Lunch brings word that the
temporary new food truck lot on 7th
and Fig launces today

City Council ordinance
overturned, State regulation of
catering trucks
Taco truck location regulation
Parking violation crackdown,
brick-and-mortar resistance
"These trucks may actually
herald a significant change in the
mobility patterns of young, middle
class urbanites known as
"millennials", cultural nature of
food trucks
"Affordable good food",
"providing jobs"
Rise of food truck
2010 regulation to prevent food
trucks from parking at meters in
commercial zones
Mid Wilshire trucks, parking
issues, brick-and-mortar
“Renegade and slightly outlaw
nature”, Los Angeles County
health inspection ordinance
Zoning issues, food truck lot,
permits
Kogi. rise of food trucks
Food truck special event,
pedestrian safety, parking issues,
brick-and-mortar argument
Food truck lot, Temporary
solution

The articles range from 1987 to 2011 and cover most major food truck events in Los Angeles
including the rise of the gourmet Twitter food trucks, increased opposition from brick-and-mortar
establishments, grassroots efforts to fight proposed mobile food vendor regulations, and
presence of food trucks at special events and in private lots.

Many of the articles were written during the “Taco Truck War” of 2008, when Los Angeles
garnered national attention for attempting to regulate truck location through the enforcement of
parking time restrictions. These articles cover the regulations passed in the City and County
during this time.

Shortly after the County of Los Angeles passed the ordinance, it was

determined by L.A. County Superior Court Commissioner Barry D. Kohn that Los Angeles had
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overstepped its authority by creating time restrictions on food trucks parking in commercial and
residential areas.

Several of the articles trace the policy changes that occurred as City and County officials
attempted to address the changing nature of the food industry and also provide insight into how
some food vendors see policy regulations in Los Angeles. One food truck operator is quoted as
saying “It’s another way to put us out of business” (Nagourney, 2010).

Some articles reveal the importance of vending to Los Angelinos as a cultural activity. Food
vendors provide social activities that all citizens of Los Angeles can enjoy. One New York Times
article quotes an LA resident saying: Taco trucks are iconic here” and “You go to one block and
you see black people, white people, old people, young people, They really capture a microcosm
of L.A” (Steinhauer, 2008). In another article from the Christian Science Monitor the author
asserts “outdoor venues create oases of neighborhood camaraderie, social interaction, and
safety that are sorely needed in a city dominated by car travel, gang crime, and little
pedestrianism and public transportation” (Wood, 2008). Matt Geller, CEO of SoCalMFVA and
food truck advocate is quoted as stating “ I love the feel of the public space, everybody is talking
to everyone; its something that LA lacks” in a 2009 article (Glaister, 2009). Public spaces where
vendors locate are used, it is estimated, by hundreds of food truck customers a night. A New York
Times article estimates that Kogi alone draws in more than 400 customers in one night
(Steinhauer, 2008).

One of the most poignant articles is an opinion piece that ran in the Los Angeles Times on April
21, 2008. C. Thi Nguyen, a self-professed taco truck lover, describes his love in detail. He
expresses concern about the repercussions of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
decision to drastically increase penalties for trucks staying in one place longer than an hour,
describing it as a “cultural disaster”. Nguyen notes that “people are pretty cheerful around a taco
truck; they smile, they talk. On a good night, the crowd around a taco truck is the closest thing we
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have to a unified Los Angeles soul.” He then describes the unique atmosphere generated by
mobile food vendors, including the fact that there is a “sense of camaraderie, that nobody knows
who you are or how much you make” (Nguyen, 2008).

Nguyen sees no other reason than “pure greed” for city officials “attacking the taco trucks” with
regulation. While brick-and-mortar restaurants complain that vendors take their customers
because they can charge less for food, Nguyen claims “taco trucks provide food, pure and simple.
They charge less because they’re selling less” they aren’t providing tables, walls, restrooms, or
ambiance. Nguyen concludes “the reason so many people think of LA as a community-less
disaster of urban sprawl is the lifelessness of our sidewalks. Right now, in a lot of streets, the taco
trucks are the only spots of humanity” (Nguyen, 2008).

While several of the articles suggest that mobile food trucks reflect the culture of Los Angeles,
others hypothesize that cultural movements drive the food vending movement. A Newsweek
article from 2009 claims that “Kogi’s rapid rise reflects the same cultural moment that produced
Barack Obama; youthful, urban, multiethnic, wired and communal”. Other articles estimate that
the mobile food-vending phenomenon might actually “herald a significant change in the mobility
patterns of young, middle-class urbanites known as ‘millennials’” (Shatkin, 2009). A transportation
planner for LA county MTA stated in an article that “the vending phenomenon is the product of a
whole new lifestyle” (Shatkin, 2009).

Other articles illustrate the perception that there are economic, as well as social benefits of
mobile food vending. Michele Grant, the owner of the Grilled Cheese Truck, one of the most
popular trucks stresses that in Los Angeles “trucks fulfill a function in this difficult economy bringing affordable good food to people and providing jobs to restaurant workers as well” (Levy,
2010). A 2009 Los Angeles Times article quotes one gourmet food truck owner estimating that it
cost him an estimated 40,000 dollars to start his truck, considerably less than the 200,000 dollars
he estimates it would cost him to start a brick-and-mortar restaurant (Shatkin, 2009).
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Negative sentiments toward mobile food vendors are also chronicled in these newspaper articles.
One East Los Angeles resident considers trucks “blight” and claims they raise “quality of life
issues” because of the “litter, nose, public urination, and excessive parking space hoarding” as
issues (Steinhauer, 2008). The articles also describe the conflict between brick-and-mortar
restaurants and mobile food vendors. A 2008 article quoted a restaurant owner in East Los
Angeles who said: “we pay for electricity. We pay for workers. We pay a lot of bills. I think the
taco trucks pay maybe only one bill, for a permit. Its not fair” (Rogers, 2008). While this is not true
(trucks pay bills for overnight parking, day parking, employees, gas, multiple permits and the truck
itself) many groups are named throughout the articles claiming that trucks hurt brick-and-mortar
restaurants. Developers also have problems with the trucks. One developer, Ron Mukai claims
that mobile food vendors “prohibit a community from moving forward” by making places
“unattractive for legitimate brick-and-mortar business to come in” (Renaud, 2008).

Not all restaurant owners find problems with mobile food vendors, however. In on New York
Times article, several restaurant owners in East Los Angeles indicated that vendors were not an
issue. One even said, “what they [the trucks] do is different” (Steinhauer, 2008). In a 2009 Los
Angeles Times article the manager of a Baja Fresh in the 5700 block of Wilshire (very near
“ground zero” of the 2008 wars) stated that he had “no complaints” about all the lunch trucks on
Wilshire because his “business was thriving” (Simmons, 2009).

One opinion piece that appeared in the Los Angeles Times in May 2008, two weeks after the
county supervisors passed the ordinance that made it a misdemeanor to park a truck in one spot
for more than an hour, claims that the businesses that complain may have “a legitimate argument
against taco trucks”. The anonymous author claims they “may limit economic growth” in poorer
neighborhoods by cutting into the business of brick-and-mortar restaurants which must charge
higher prices and generally employ more people. The author then acknowledges that, whether or
not the trucks provide the brick-and-mortars with competition, “mobile entrepreneurs are just as
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deserving of an opportunity to make a living as brick-and-mortar business owners” (Anonymous
2008).

An assortment of articles from various Los Angeles based blogs cover some of the more recent
food truck issues. This includes the increasingly popularity of “food truck lots”, privately owned
lots where up to 40 trucks gather at one time, either to serve lunch, dinner, or support a special
event, like First Fridays. Also covered in these blog posts are the most recent political discussions
regarding truck regulation, including the attempts last year by Los Angeles City Councilman Tom
LaBonge to keep trucks from parking along Wilshire Corridor.

Many of the articles attempt to answer the question: “what next?” Some people question whether
this youth culture driven phenomenon will be able to withstand the test of time (or public policy).
Others see the mobile food vending movement as a natural technology driven progression from
the drive in food industry of the last 40 years and imagine that it will flourish as technologies
improve. Some articles even address the newest trend in food trucks: large chains opening trucks
in attempts to capitalize on the popularity of this new fad.

5.2 Food Vendor Interviews
Food truck operators were asked, either through an online survey, or in person, their thoughts on
vending, public policy, and vending location choice. These questions were asked in order to gain
an understanding of how vendors make location decisions.

Vendors were first asked to state their favorite locations for vending. Vendors were also asked to
explain what made these sites desirable. The results are displayed in Table 5-4.
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Table 5-4 Desirable vending locations as reported by mobile food vendors in Los Angeles
Site #1
Reason
Site #2
Reason
Site #3
Reason
Vendor
1
Vendor
2

Speedzone,
City of
Industry
5800 Wilshire

Parking, large
venue
High number of
young, tech and
media workers
(target
demographic)
Office buildings
and not a lot of
restaurants

Key Code
Media,
Burbank
Olympic
and
Sawtelle

Good
location, near
businesses
High number
of young, tech
and media
workers

Fix Coffee,
Echo Park
LAX Crowne
Plaza

Neighborhood,
coffee and
breakfast
Lots of business
people

USC

Students

FIDM

Students

Vendor
3

CNN Building

Vendor
4

5900 Wilshire

Offices in
El Segundo

Vendor
5

Penn and
26th, Santa
Monica
CBS Radford

Wilshire
Boulevard

Vendor
6
Vendor
7
Vendor
8
Vendor
9

Miracle Mile

USC

26th and
Pennsylvania,
Santa Monica
7th and
Figueroa

Studio City
Lots of foot
traffic and
business people
Students

El Segundo

UCLA

Lots of
business
people
Students

Television
Studios
Hollywood

Touristy

UCLA

Vendors were then asked to rank the importance of a variety of qualities of a public space when
determining a location to park their food truck. Table 5-5 illustrates the frequency with which each
quality was chosen.

Not very
important

Somewhat
important

Important

Very
important

Away from businesses
Near shopping areas
Traffic volume
Seating for customers
Shade for customers
Parking available
Near other food trucks
Pedestrian volume
Special events
Near offices
Near transit
Bicycle parking available
Near other businesses
Wide Sidewalks

Doesn’t
matter

Table 5-5 Mobile food vendor rankings of various qualities impacting location choice

0

3

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
3
0
1

1
0
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
0
3
2

0
0
1
0
3
3
3
0
1
1
1
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These responses were then weighted in order to determine the importance of each quality for all
vendors surveyed (each response of “doesn’t matter” received 0 points, and “very important”
received 4 points). The responses were graphed to provide a visual representation of the qualities
in question from least important to most important. The results are illustrated in Figure 5-6.

Most
important

Least
Important

Figure 5-6 Importance of qualities in determining food vendor
location
Survey respondents were given the opportunity to add comments about additional factors that
influence location choice for vending. One vendor noted that parking restrictions are important to
consider when determining a truck location, as well as access to bathroom facilities for truck
operators due to the need for trucks to have a “bathroom letter”.

Finally, vendors were asked to report if they “strongly agree” “agree” feel “neutral” “disagree” or
“strongly disagree” with the following statements;
•

There are too many regulations placed on vendors

•

There are not enough regulations placed on vendors

•

Food vendors should be allowed to locate anywhere

•

Vendors make public spaces more lively
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•

Vendors make public spaces safer

Table 5-6 presents the results of this question.
Table 5-6 Mobile food vendor’s reported level of agreement with given statements
Respondent #1
Strongly
Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
disagree
There are too many
regulations placed
on vendors

Food vendors
should be allowed to
locate anywhere

Vendors make
public spaces more
lively

Vendors make
public spaces safer

Agree

Neutral

There are not enough
regulations placed on
vendors

Respondent #2
Strongly agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

There are not enough
regulations placed on
vendors

There are too many
regulations placed on
vendors
Vendors make public
spaces more lively
Vendors should be
allowed to locate
anywhere
Vendors make public
spaces safer

Respondent #3
Strongly agree

Agree

Vendors make public
spaces more lively

Vendors make
public spaces safer

Neutral

Vendors should be
allowed to locate
anywhere

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

There are too many
regulations placed on
vendors
There are not enough
regulations placed on
vendors

Vendors were given the opportunity to add any additional comments regarding vendor regulation
and impact on public space. One vendor added an additional comment which stated “Some
areas work to restrict trucks to limit competition for existing businesses, ignoring all the benefits
that competition brings to the market place and to all businesses concerns. Shows a decided
ignorance of free enterprise and open markets”.
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Responses from the online and in person surveying of food truck vendors reveal interesting
patterns in vending location decisions and vendors feelings about public policy and their impact
on public space.

The majority of the “favorite” vending locations are in close proximity to school campuses or
areas with high concentrations of office buildings and professionals, indicating that, especially
during lunch hours, these are the most productive places for vendors to locate. This hypothesis is
further supported when analyzing the reasons given by the vendors for choosing these locations.
Many of the vendors cited “business people”, “students” and “tech and media workers” as
important factors for location choice. One vendor called these groups their “target demographic”.
All of these answers indicate that one of the most important factors to consider when picking a
truck location is the presence of a captive group of people. Trucks seem to capitalize on the fact
that students and young office workers are located near one another and generally have a limited
amount of time, and sometimes a small budget for lunch.

The second question, which asked vendors to rank the importance of several factors when
deciding where to locate, further illustrates the importance of pedestrians to food trucks. The four
responses chosen as most important to consider when choosing a vending location were “special
events”, “near offices”, “pedestrian traffic”, and “near other businesses”. Not surprisingly, “away
from other businesses” was the “least important” factor to consider as identified by the food truck
operator. “Traffic volume” was also ranked lower than “pedestrian volume” indicating that food
truck operators believe that the majority of their customers are pedestrians, and are not motorists.

Physical qualities of the built environment and pedestrian amenities such as wide sidewalks,
shade and seating for truck customers, were considered somewhat important to food vendors.
This indicates that locating near potential customers, and not locating in areas where customers
will necessarily have amenities, is more important to truck operators, however truck vendors do
consider physical environmental amenities for pedestrians at a location.
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The importance of pedestrian traffic to food truck operators should inform officials and planners
when attempting to craft effective mobile food vendor policies. It is clear that truck operators
recognize the importance of pedestrians to their businesses, and have identified a target
audience, especially for lunchtime service.

5.3 In-depth Interviews
Three in-depth interviews were conducted with key role players in mobile food vending in Los
Angeles. Interview 1 was conducted on February 17, 2011 with an owner and operator of a food
truck in Los Angeles. The interviewee, who will from this point forward be referred to as Food
Vendor, had attended business school, and opened his food truck a few months before the
interview date. Interview 2 was conducted on February 23 with a lawyer and advocate for food
truck owners in the Los Angeles area. The interviewee will herein be referred to as Advocate. The
Advocate worked in the food industry for several years before attending law school. After
graduating, he worked to form an advocacy group working for food vendors in Southern
California. The Advocate typically approaches cities and municipalities that have illegal or limiting
food vendor policies and assists them in creating effective and legal policies. Interview 3 was
conducted on February 29, 2011 with a planner at the City of Los Angeles who is working toward
creating short- and long-term solutions to address mobile food vendor issues in the City.

5.3.1 Interview 1 Summary
The vendor revealed his favorite locations to vend, which were the 5900 Wilshire, office buildings
th

in El Segundo, Downtown Los Angeles, and 26 and Pennsylvania in Santa Monica. The vendor
attributes the popularity of these spots to the people in the area because of jobs and school, and
the lack of restaurants nearby. The food vendor noted that he believes lunch is a much easier
time to vend. It is easy to target areas where there are many employees looking for lunch in areas
that lack restaurants, especially in the Valley and office parks in northern Los Angeles County.
Dinners, he says are “really hit or miss”.
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When asked how the Food Vendor discovered new vending locations, he explained that his
employees drive around new neighborhoods looking for places with lacking restaurants with
many pedestrians and the potential for high visibility. Again, because he operates a relatively new
truck he believes that visibility is more important for him because he has not yet established his
base of customers online. Once the Food Vendor thinks he has found a spot that will be
desirable, he then cold calls local business (rarely restaurants) to find one within 200 feet of the
location to sign a “bathroom letter”, which gives the truck operators permission to use their
restroom while operating.

5.3.2 Interview 2 Summary
During the interview, the Advocate revealed his belief that mobile food vendors have “invigorated
public spaces in Los Angeles”. He laments, however, that one of the pitfalls of land use laws is
that they are rarely able to change as quickly as society and the demographics and needs of the
City. It is hard to change land use laws and because of this, they are often outdated, especially
when it comes to things that can change quickly, like the food trucks in Los Angeles.

He supports the idea that trucks can help reinvigorate areas. He facilitates the partnership
between merchant groups, municipalities and food trucks, to bring groups of trucks to areas that
are not seeing a lot of business. Westchester is one of the most recent neighborhoods to use
mobile food vendors to lure people to a commercial area in an effort to hopefully bring them back
in the future. He sees this relationship as a win-win. Customers can eat gourmet food in a social
atmosphere. Commercial areas draw a new customer base with the help of the food vendors, and
the vendors benefit from the advertising of the event.

The advocate addressed many of the arguments that have been made against mobile food
vendors. He refuted the claim, made by many neighborhood groups, that mobile food vendors
cause parking issues and vehicle congestion. He believes that mobile food vendors, because
they locate near employment and entertainment centers, actually reduce traffic and parking
congestion. By bringing trucks to popular employment spots, for example, during lunch hours, it is
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no longer necessary for employees in these spots to get in their cars and drive to a restaurant.
They cannot walk from their office, have a nice lunch outside, and walk back to work.

The advocate defined three separate, but complementary, areas of mobile food vendor
regulation. The first group is comprised of regulation based on health and safety. These generally
regulate the ability of vendors to locate near intersections or serve food from the street side of
their vehicle. This group of regulations includes the new policy that requires food trucks to obtain
grades from the health department based on food safety. The advocate does not argue with
policies that directly relate to health and safety and believes they are justified and enforced fairly.

The second type of regulation defined by the Advocate included those found in municipal codes.
Municipal codes vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction in terms of how they address mobile food
vending, with some having no policies to address vending and others outright forbidding it. The
Advocate works closely with jurisdictions to help them rewrite municipal codes. Many Cities and
Counties have policies included in their code that regulate mobile food vendors for reasons other
than health and safety, which is illegal. All mobile food vendor regulation for food vendors
operating on the street must be consistent with the California Vehicle Code, and must be based
on health and safety reasons.

The third type of regulation defined by the Advocate encompasses regulations found in zoning
ordinances that impact mobile food vendor’s operation on private land. The Advocate would like
to see city planners address the barriers that currently exist in the zoning ordinances. The
temporary use permits that he is required to obtain in order to put on a food truck lot can cost
nearly $1,000 in some Los Angeles County municipalities. If the city officials are wary of food
vendors operating in public right of ways, he believes they should be more willing to address
barriers that keep trucks from operating on private lots.
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Because of his close relationship with many food vendors, the Advocate was asked if he had
information about popular spots to vend, or why food vendors desire to vend in certain areas
more than others. To him, it is clear that pedestrians are the most important quality that food
vendors consider when locating their vehicle. He noted that the most popular, and some of the
most controversial sites for vending are areas that are within walking distance of a high number of
young professionals. Examples include: 5700 Wilshire, Downtown Los Angeles, Burbank and
Studio City.

The Advocate believes that trucks will continue to be popular well into the future. He foresees a
surge in the number of private developers that embrace the food truck as an aspect of private
development. Ultimately “cities want spaces to be utilized” and for that reason, planners and
policy makers will eventually determine how to regulate trucks in a way that will make them
assets to community life and neighborhood vitality.

5.3.3 Interview 3 Summary
Throughout the interview the Planner stressed that mobile food vending is a very political issue in
Los Angeles. While planners appreciate how trucks contribute to the vibrancy of public space in
Los Angeles, there is a substantial amount of political pressure coming from several advocacy
and citizen groups in the City to regulate food vendors more stringently.

When asked how and why mobile food vending became an issue in Los Angeles the Planner
replied, “everyone involved had a little blame for the situation with the food trucks”. The brick-andmortar restaurants were complaining that the food trucks were not “creating a good relationship”.
Subsequently, several politicians began to demand that the city staff generate policies to curb
mobile food vendors. The Planner says this is hard, however, because there have already been
several lawsuits addressing food vendor regulation in Los Angeles, so planners are wary of
coming to hasty conclusions regarding policy changes. The ultimate goal is to create “flexible
policy” that allows for “village type regulation” that still fits “at the huge level” of the entire city of
Los Angeles.
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In order to find this flexible solution, city staff is working closely with the city attorney and traffic
enforcement to find short and long term solutions. Short-term actions include updating existing
faulty policy and using current tools, like parking policies to regulate vendors. This includes the
Department of Transportation enforcing rules like parking in red, public health violations, parking
in intersections, blocking driveways, and blocking public safety access. The updating of faulty
policy includes addressing the section of code that was found to be in violation of the California
Constitution. The planner stressed that these really are the only things they can do now to
regulate the trucks.

The second step includes developing a more long-term solution to the permitting and regulation
of the trucks. The Planner stressed that there should be a balance between allowing trucks to
park on City streets as well as allowing food truck lots through special types of permitting. While
some want to limit the number of food truck lots in the City, she felt that limiting the lots would be
counter-productive and harmful to the food trucks by increasing competition to a harmful level.

Between the short and long term policy solutions, the Planner suspects that the City will launch a
pilot program in select neighborhoods where the Department of Transportation can explore
different uses of signage and specific parking enforcement techniques that will allow for the
appropriate regulation of the trucks. These pilot studies could include metered parking that is
extended for trucks in strategic areas. This sort of program would be created in hopes to attract
mobile food vending business to these areas. The planner sees this solution as the most effective
at ensuring that “everyone can coexist”. She warned against emulating policies of other cities, like
Portland, because the political, economic, social, and regulatory atmosphere of each city is
unique. The planner believes that Los Angeles must take the time to figure out what types of
policy solutions will be best for them.
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The Planner expressed concern over the recently created food truck task force’s ability to create
suitable policy solutions. Her skepticism is due to the fact that there “are a few people that tend to
dominate the conversation and really push their agendas on the group”. The 40 person task force
seems to be too large to deal with an issue as complex as the food trucks, especially considering
the variety of interests and levels of understanding of the situation within the task force. The
planner noted that to some, it might seem like Los Angeles is taking too long to solve the policy
issues associated with mobile food vending. She thinks it is a positive thing that time is being
taken to think through policy thoroughly in order to ensure that mobile food vendors contribute to
vibrant streets and neighborhoods.

The Planner expressed her belief that mobile food vendors contribute to the vibrancy of public
spaces. Food trucks can “create vibrancy in in an area that you would never see a human being
walking alone”. The planner noted that the trucks’ impacts in areas of the valley in Los Angeles
County are the most astounding to her. She was surprised the first time she saw people standing
around, talking to each other, using the sidewalk to stand and sit. She claims that “it’s a huge
victory” as a planner to see people getting out of their cars at night on a weekday.

The Planner believes that mobile food vending will stay popular in Southern California. Mobile
food vendors are appealing to a growing demographic in the City of Los Angeles, the young
professionals who “have a different mentality of what it is to live in Los Angeles”. The planner
believes that this demographic will keep the food trucks operating and thriving in the city. This
new demographic craves social interactions and in a “massive and lonely” city like Los Angeles
and mobile food vendors provide this much needed service. Mobile food vendors have qualities
that will help them weather policy changes including the fact that they are quick to change with
technology, highly mobile, and organized.
The in-depth interviews allowed for a deeper understanding of mobile food vending issues in Los
Angeles. Analysis of the interviews revealed several common themes relating to food truck
operation, regulation, and impact on public space use and perception in Los Angeles.
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Both the Planner and the Advocate claimed mobile food vendors have the ability to impact the
use of public space in Los Angeles in a positive way. The Planner witnessed food trucks “create
vibrancy” in places where there usually is none and said that getting people out of their cars on a
weeknight in Los Angeles was “a huge victory”. The Advocate expressed similar sentiments and
is excited that food trucks can invigorate public spaces in Los Angeles, a city that struggles with
public space use. The Advocate was convinced that mobile food vendors have the potential to
bring people to areas that are struggling economically.

Both the Planner and the Advocate talked in-depth about mobile food vendor policies in Los
Angeles. The interviewees highlighted the food truck policy task force and the positive steps that
the City of Los Angeles is taking toward a long-term solution. While the Advocate was positive
about the potential of the task force, the planner was more skeptical. She noted that the task
force was possibly too large and many members lack an understanding of the complex nature of
the food truck policy issues in Los Angeles. Both the Advocate and the Planner noted that the
City has an outdated and inefficient system for permitting special events with mobile food
vendors. The Advocate stressed the need for municipalities to address zoning issues that impact
mobile food vending on private property in conjunction with city ordinances that regulate vending
in public spaces.
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5.4 Site Observations
Three sites were chosen for observation based on the information gathered during the truck
location analysis phase of data collection. Attempts were made to study one site from three of the
four location categories identified during location analysis (Entertainment core, Office core,
Campus, Residential area). North University Park near the University of Southern California was
chosen as a “campus” area. In this neighborhood, trucks were observed at three distinct
th

locations. Downtown Los Angeles near the intersection of Hope and 9 Avenue was chosen as
the “employment core” area. In this neighborhood, food trucks were observed at two distinct
locations. Finally, a food truck location was identified in San Pedro as a “residential” location. One
vendor location was observed in this neighborhood. Figure 5-7 provides an overview of the sties
observed for this portion of study.

Figure 5-7 Study Areas and truck locations studied
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5.4.1 North University Park
North University Park neighborhood was chosen for study because several trucks park in the
area on most days of the week, as evidenced by the location mapping and monitoring of Twitter
accounts. The three main truck locations for trucks are illustrated and described in figure 5-8.
Figures 5-9 to 5-11 are photographs of each of these locations during site visits. The behavior
maps created for each food truck location in North University Park are represented in Figures 512 through 5-14.

Location 1:
Hoover near
Jefferson
Sidewalk Width
15 feet
Litter on Sidewalk
None
On Street Parking
Metered, some vacant
Off Street Parking
In shopping center
Number of
About 100 passing
Pedestrians
every 10 minutes
Bicycle Parking
In shopping center
Restaurants on Block
About 20 in shopping
center
10 in shopping center
Other Businesses on
Block
and USC
Seating Available
Starbucks tables
Shade Cover
Some
Number of trucks
1
About 5 every 10
Average number of
customers at trucks
minutes
Figure 5-8 North University Park

Location 2:
McClintock Near
Jefferson
5 feet
None
Metered, full
None
About 50 passing
every 10 minutes
None
About 20 in shopping
center
10 in shopping center
and USC
None
Some
2
About 5 every 10
minutes

Location 3:
Jefferson near
McClintock
5 feet
None
Metered, some vacant
In shopping center
About 150 passing
every 10 minutes
None
None
USC
none
Some
3-4
About 10 every 10
minutes
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Figure 5-9 Food truck location 1 in the North University Park neighborhood

Figure 5-10 Food truck location 2 in the North University Park neighborhood

Figure 5-11 Food truck location 3 in the North University Park neighborhood
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Figure 5-12 Be
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Figure 5-13 Behavior map: North University Park truck location 2
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The results of the observations in North University Campus strongly supported the conclusion
that mobile food vendors can contribute to increased activity on public streets. The streets around
the University of Southern California are usually active throughout the day, however, the mobile
food vendors in the area gave pedestrians the chance to spend prolonged time on the sidewalk
socializing, eating, and relaxing.

Figure 5-15 Wide sidewalks in North University Park n made it easy for pedestrians to walk
while food vendors serve customers
The biggest congestion issue at the north University Park study area appeared to be students
parking their bicycles in the sidewalk. Additionally, the intersection at Location 1 is a fairly
congested, with parked cars, automobiles entering and exiting one of the only gates onto
campus, students crossing into the neighborhood from the University, and students on bicycles
riding through the intersection, and riding on the sidewalk and street against traffic. During
observation, several conflicts between pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists were observed.
Observation in this neighborhood revealed the seemingly obvious fact that food trucks, with the
attention and pedestrians they attract, can potentially impact the safety of intersections and
streets that may already have issues with safety and congestion.
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Sidewalk congestion in the North University Campus study area was observed to be most serious
in areas with narrow sidewalks. In the location with 15 foot wide sidewalks, pedestrian congestion
was not an issue. In the locations with more narrow sidewalks congestion was more of an issue.
Planters did provide areas for lines of customers to form out of the way of passing pedestrians, as
shown in figure 5-16.

Figure 5-16 Planters gave food truck customers room to wait and eat their food, however,
bicycles parked on the sidewalk by food truck customers congested sidewalks
The food vendors in the North University Park neighborhood seemed to do fairly well because of
the constant flow of pedestrian traffic to and from the school. The vendors park in strategic areas,
where pedestrian levels and visibility are high. Several of the public space users interviewed
indicated that they were employees of the University, or visiting the campus to sightsee or for
dentist appointments. Regardless of the affiliation of those at the trucks, the visibility at these
intersections and the constant flow of pedestrians prove to be desirable for the food truck
operators. This further supports the responses of the food truck operators in the online and in
person surveys in which they claim that pedestrians are one of the most important factors to
consider when deciding on a location to vend.
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5.4.2 Downtown Los Angeles
The Downtown Los Angeles study area represents a food truck site in an office core. Mobile food
th

vendors locate in Downtown Los Angeles near the intersection of S. Hope and W. 9 adjacent to
the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising. Two mobile food vendor locations were
identified for study in this neighborhood as illustrated and described in Figure 5-17. Figures 5-18
and 5-19 show the two locations in the study area during observation. The behavior maps created
during observation are illustrated in Figures 5-20 and 5-21.

Sidewalk Width
Litter on Sidewalk
On Street Parking
Off Street Parking
Number of
Pedestrians

Location 1:
th
S. Hope Street at W. 9 Street
5 feet
None
Metered, full
In private lot on block
About 20 passing every 10
minutes until food trucks arrive
then about 60 every 10 minutes
None
About 10 on block

Bicycle Parking
Restaurants on
Block
Other Businesses
Fashion Institute of Design and
on Block
Merchandising, grocery store
Seating Available
some in Grand Hope Park
Shade Cover
Some
Number of trucks
10+
Average number of
A few hundred during Friday lunch
customers at trucks
service
Figure 5-17 Downtown Los Angeles

Location 2:
th
W. 9 near S. Hopes Street
5 feet
None
Metered, full
None
About 10 passing every 10
minutes until food trucks arrive and
then about 20 every 10 minutes
None
About 10 across the street
Fashion Institute of Design ad
Merchandising
some in Grand Hope Park
Some
2-3
About a dozen every 10 minutes
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Figure 5-18 Downtown Los Angeles truck location 1

Figure 5-19 Downtown Los Angeles truck location 2
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Figure 5-21 Behavior map: Downtown Los Angeles location 2
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th

The Friday lunch food truck event at 9 and Hope is a popular event in the area. During both site
observations, several hundred people were observed ordering food from the trucks, and some
customers waited at food trucks for more than thirty minutes. The private parking lot at the site
was surrounded by a ten-foot tall chain link fence, which made the narrow sidewalk feel
congested, and made it difficult for food truck customers to wait and eat out of the way of passing
pedestrians. During the peak of lunch hour it was nearly impossible to navigate the sidewalk
th

through the crowds of customers. The line for one popular truck got so long at the corner of 9

and Hope that pedestrians had to walk in the busy street to move through the intersection.
Observation of this phenomenon strengthens the legitimacy of the pedestrian safety concerns
observed at the North University Park site.

Figure 5-22 Two trucks near Grand Hope Park attract a group of hungry pedestrians
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Most food customers at this site were observed walking to the food trucks. No customers were
observed bicycling or driving to the site, suggesting that many of the customers were already
working, living, or studying in the downtown area earlier in the day.

Grand Hope Park, located to the south of the food vendors proved to be a popular location for
food truck customers to take their food to eat. A number of people also chose to eat their food
near the food truck and were observed socializing while standing on the sidewalk and leaning
against the fence.

Figure 5-23 Food truck customers eat lunch in Grand Hope Park in Downtown Los
Angeles.
Several of the food vendors at this location provided temporary furniture for food truck customers.
One placed ironing boards decorated with tablecloths on the sidewalk for customers to use as
tables. Another set out small stools for customers to sit on as they waited for their food as shown
in Figure 5-25. The provision of temporary furniture by vendors illustrates that food truck
operators recognize that the City does not provide certain pedestrian amenities that are desired
and used by public space users. The provision of such furniture, however, is illegal, as outlined in
the Los Angeles Municipal Code. Customers were observed using the vendor provided benches
and tables, suggesting that vendors can impact public space user behavior. Providing furniture is
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one way of encouraging patrons to eat in public spaces, thus increasing the social aspect of
eating on the street.

Figure 5-24 Vendors attract pedestrians to a quiet street in Downtown Los Angeles

Figure 5-25 Makeshift seats are set out by some mobile food vendors in Downtown
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Near the end of one site observation, a police officer ticketed all the trucks parked on Hope and
th

9 Streets. When asked why he was ticketing the trucks he replied that the businesses across the
street had complained that the trucks were parked in the two-hour parking spots longer than two
hours, and requested that the police give them parking tickets. When a truck operator was asked
about receiving a parking ticket she explained that it is a common occurrence, and that truck
operators plan to get a few parking tickets each month. None of the trucks moved after receiving
a parking ticket.

Figure 5-26 A police officer writes a parking ticket for a vendor
At this location it was noted the curbs were painted in such a way that vehicles the size of food
trucks could not park in any spot on the street without a portion of the vehicle occupying a section
of curb painted red. This highlights a potential need for the City to address parking requirements
of vehicles such as food trucks.

Figure 5-27 Curbs are painted so that food vending trucks cannot fit in the spot
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5.4.3 San Pedro
San Pedro was chosen as a location for study because it represented an area that was primarily
residential in nature. The neighborhood immediately surrounding the study area consisted of
single family homes and some apartment buildings. The specific mobile food vendor location is
shown and described in figure 5-28 . Figure 5-29 shows the site during the site visit, and Figure 530 is an illustration of the behavior mapping conducted during site analysis.

Sidewalk Width
Litter on Sidewalk
On Street Parking
Off Street Parking
Number of
Pedestrians
Bicycle Parking
Restaurants on
Block
Other Businesses
on Block
Seating Available
Shade Cover
Number of trucks
Average number of
customers at trucks
Figure 5-28 San Pedro

Location 1:
th
5 Street and
5 feet
Some
Metered, empty
In grocery store parking lot
About 1 every 10 minutes
None
None
Grocery store, auto storage
None
None
1
About 10 every 10 minutes
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Figure 5-29 San Pedro truck study location
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Figure 5-30 Behavior map San Pedro
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The food vendor in this location was the sole mobile food vendor on the block. Although there
were no other food trucks, patrons of this food vendor were observed socializing on the sidewalk
while waiting for food and eating as depicted in Figure 5-31. The lack of other trucks did not seem
to inhibit the social atmosphere in any way. Customers at this location were observed using the
urban environment creatively as benches and tables as they ate as illustrated in Figures 5-32 and
5-33.

Figure5-31 The food truck brings life to a quiet side street in San Pedro
During the two hours of observation at this site there were about twenty food truck customers.
This location was on a quiet side street adjacent to the parking lot of a local supermarket. The
food truck parked at the midpoint of the block, and was not very visible from the main
thoroughfare through this neighborhood. Also surprising, was the fact that the truck was parked
on a street that did not appear to have any pedestrian traffic. This is perhaps, a reflection of the
difference between location choices during lunch and dinner service.
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Figure 5-32 A food truck customer uses the built environment as furniture for a meal on
the street
Customers at this location creatively used the built environment as chairs and tables while they
waited for and ate their food. A group of teenagers was observed sitting on a curb eating their
food and hanging out. Some older customers used a ledge to hold their food as they stood, ate
and socialized.

Figure 5-33 A group of teenagers use the ledge on the street as a bench in the absence of
street furniture
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The majority of the customers observed at this site drove to the truck and parked on the street or
in the private parking lot of the grocery store. None of the customers were observed walking to
the food vendor.

Conflicts arose when customers waited for their food and stood in the driveway of the private
parking lot. Because the truck was located between two driveways, when it was more crowded, it
was difficult for customers to find places to stand that were not in a driveway. There were many
vacant parking spots on the street, and this type of pedestrian conflict could have easily been
avoided had the truck operator chosen a different spot on the block that was not located between
two driveways.

Figure 5-34 Pedestrian safety becomes an issue when customers wait for food in a
driveway
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5.5 Public Space User Surveys
Public space user surveys were conducted at all three sites. Forty surveys were gathered during
site visits. The age of respondents ranged from 18 to 60 years with an average age of 27 years.
28 respondents were male, and 12 were female. The public space user surveys contained
questions that addressed a variety of topics related to the user’s experience with the mobile food
vendor and the public space user’s perception of the public space and the vendor. The answers
collected from the surveying are presented in this section.

5.5.1 Locating the vendor
Two questions were aimed at gathering information about vendor location information. The first
asked food truck customers and public space users to report how they found the food truck in the
study area.
An internet Site

Word of Mouth

personal knowledge

happened to walk by

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
North University Park

An
Internet
Site
2

Downtown

Word of
Mouth
0

North
University Park
Downtown LA
11
2
San Pedro
4
2
All Sites
17
4
Figure 5-35 How did you find this food vendor?

San Pedro

All Sites

Personal
Knowledge
2

Happened to
Walk By
6

Total
10

10
0
12

0
0
6

23
6
39
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The second question asked mobile food vendor customers if they came to the street specifically
to eat at the mobile food vendor.
Yes

No, I was doing other things

No, I was going to eat somewhere else

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
North University
Park

Yes

Downtown

No, I was doing other
things
6

San Pedro

All Sites

No, I was going to eat
somewhere else
0

North
4
University Park
Downtown LA
22
0
0
San Pedro
6
0
0
All Sites
32
6
0
Figure 5-36 Did you originally come to this street to eat at this food vendor?

Total
10
22
6
38

The responses to this question show that the majority of food truck customers discovered the
location of the food truck via the Internet, but the predominant source of information varied
depending on the site. In an area like the North University Park neighborhood, vendors depend
on attracting University affiliated pedestrian activity, and not necessarily on their Twitter
“followers” following them to a neighborhood. This is reflected in the fact that 60% of respondents
in this area said they found the vendor as they “happened to walk by”. The San Pedro location,
because it was not in an area with pedestrian traffic, and was not located near a campus or
employment node, depended on customers determining the truck location via the Internet. The
Downtown location, because it is a recurring (weekly) event, drew many customers who indicated
they had “personal knowledge” of the vendor location.
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The variation among locations suggests that there are different types of mobile food vendor
locations. The first type of location is the Pedestrian Dependent location, where food vendors
target areas with a high level of pedestrian activity, such as the North University Park
neighborhood. Another location type is the Recurring location. This type of location includes
th

informal events like the Downtown Los Angeles Friday food truck lunch at 9 and Hope. While
this Friday tradition is not an official event or festival, surveying indicated that many customers
had personal knowledge that the food trucks would be at the site, because they locate in the
same area at the same time each week. Vendors at these locations may attract pedestrians who
happen to pass by, but depend mostly on repeat customers who know of their location each
week.

The third type of mobile food vendor location is the special event. These events attract food
vendors because of the number of pedestrians that vendors know will be present. Examples of
special event locations are First Fridays, fundraising activities and Los Angeles Art Walk events.

The San Pedro site observed for this study is an example of the fourth type of location, the
Internet dependent location. This last type of food truck location has little to do with pedestrians in
an area, or visual identification of the truck by motorists or pedestrians passing by, and is
completely dependent on Internet users utilizing Twitter and other websites to locate the truck
and “follow” it to a neighborhood.

The answers to the question “did you come to this street to eat at this vendor?” indicates that
most people at food trucks came to the street specifically to eat at the food truck, or were doing
other things and stopped to eat at a truck. No survey respondents from any of the study areas
were originally going to eat at a brick-and-mortar restaurant in the area and changed their mind
when they saw the food trucks. The majority of respondents at the North University Park Campus
location responded that they were “doing other things” when they happened upon the food trucks.
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This shows that the vendors located near the University parked successfully to attract pedestrians
walking to and from the University.

5.5.2 Accessing the Vendor
Public space users were then asked to identify how they arrived at the location of the survey. The
results are presented in Figure 5-37.
Drove

Walked

Bicycled

Public Transit

Other

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
North University Park

Drove

Downtown

Walked

San Pedro

Bicycled

North
University Park 2
0
2
Downtown LA
11
2
10
San Pedro
4
2
0
All Sites
17
4
12
Figure 5-37 How did you get to this food vendor?

All Sites

Public
Transit

Total

6
0
0
6

10
23
6
39

In order to attempt to gain a deeper understanding of how many food truck customers get to the
site of the food vendors using alternative modes of transportation, those surveyed were asked to
specify how often they bike or walk when going to a vendor.
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every time

more than half the time

less than half the time

never

about half the time

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
North University Park
Every
time

Downtown

More than
half the time

Half the
time

San Pedro
Less than
half the time

North
University Park 8
2
0
1
Downtown LA
5
7
1
8
San Pedro
1
1
4
0
All Sites
14
10
5
9
Figure 5-38 How often do you bike or walk to the food vendor?

All Sites

Never

Total

0
0
0
0

11
21
6
38

The answers show that the majority of the people surveyed walked to vendors. The San Pedro
location was the glaring exception to this, as more than 80% of respondents at this location
indicated they had driven to the location.

These results are interesting for several reasons. One argument presented by those that are
against food truck vendors is that they generate traffic and demand for parking by customers. The
responses to this question, which show that the majority of those at food trucks walked to the
location, indicates that parking issues may only arise at Internet dependent locations, where
customers are coming from outside neighborhoods and parking their cars near food trucks.
Pedestrian dependent locations, because they depend on pedestrians already in an area,
probably do not impact parking as much as Internet dependent locations.
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5.5.3 Public Space Use
Several questions were included in the survey to attempt to gain an understanding of the types of
behaviors vendors encourage in public spaces. One question asked was “How often do you talk
with someone you do not know at the food vendor?” This question was asked in order to identify
whether mobile food vendors encouraged triangulation and socialization in public spaces.

60%

Every time

More than half the time

less than half the time

never

about half the time

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
North University Park

Every
time

Downtown
More than
half the
time

San Pedro

Half the time

All Sites

Less than
Half the time

Never Total
North
University Park 4
3
2
1
0
10
Downtown LA
4
2
3
11
1
21
San Pedro
0
2
1
1
1
5
All Sites
8
7
6
13
2
36
Figure 5-39 How often do you talk with someone you do not know at a food vendor?
Public space users were asked to specify where they usually eat the food purchased at a food
truck. This question was meant to gauge the extent to which food trucks impact the amount of
time public space users spend in public spaces. The results are presented in table 5-40.
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At site of vendor

Nearby Park or Plaza

Car

Home/work

Other

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
North University Park

At site of
vendor

Downtown

Nearby park or
plaza

San Pedro

In car

North
University Park 8
2
0
Downtown LA
5
7
1
San Pedro
1
1
4
All Sites
14
10
5
Table 5-40 Where do you normally eat your food?

At
Home/work
1
8
0
9

All Sites

Other
0
0
0
0

Total
11
21
6
38

The results of these questions have interesting implications. The answers to the first question
indicate that most people socialize with people they do not know while at food trucks. Only five
percent of those surveyed responded that they “never” speak with someone they do not know at
a food truck. When public space users were asked what they talked about, or what they liked
about going to food trucks, many said that the conversations at food trucks revolved around the
food at each truck, or food in general. This was reflected in answers to open ended questions
posed to public space users. One public space user explained “I like to talk with a lot of people at
the trucks, there are people with common interests and they are usually social” and another food
truck customer said “I hear people talk a lot to each other, mostly about the food trucks, people
seem excited when they are here. I heard about this ‘fad’ and wanted to check it out”. The results
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from these questions suggest that going to food trucks is a social activity, and that food trucks
provide opportunity for triangulation between public space users.

When asked where they generally eat their food, public space users provided a variety of
answers. At the North University Park site the vast majority of respondents indicated that they ate
their food at the site of the food vendor. This behavior was observed during site observations in
the North University Park study area as well. At the Downtown Los Angeles location respondents
indicated that the majority of customers take their food back to their home or work, but significant
portions eat their food at the site of the vendor or in a nearby park or plaza. In San Pedro, most
respondents claimed they ate their food in their car. These answers reflect the variation in activity
and behavior at different types of food truck stops.

5.5.4. Public Space User Perception
Public space users were asked to list three words to describe the physical nature of the food truck
in order to gauge public perception of food trucks. The answers collected were sorted into
categories based on whether they were positive, neutral, or negative in nature and are presented
in Table 5-7
Table 5-7 List three words that describe the food vendor
North University Park Campus
Positive
Neutral
good
new
active
food
friendly
interesting
clean
colorful
reliable
cool
fun
nice
groovy
cheery
kind
yummy
hip
wowzer
awesome
Downtown Los Angeles
Positive
Neutral
convenient
different

Negative

Negative
Bad paint
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delicious
yummy
welcoming
positive
friendly
trendy
fun
good
vibrant
diverse
energetic
good change
easy to access
tasty
unique
easy
colorful
clean
exciting
nice
new
San Pedro
Positive
clean
accessible
fun
delicious
hip
exciting
good change
makes street exciting

mobile
busy
plain
old
empty
ethnic
spicy
lots of people
casual
future
cheap
relaxed

Bad cardboard menu

Neutral
urban
stickers
street
ghetto
brought me here

Negative

Survey respondents at all locations were asked if they thought there should be more vendors in
the area. Only two public space users did not think that there should be more vendors as
illustrated in figure 5-41. When asked why they responded in this way, the users indicated that
they were not against food vendors, they just thought that there were already enough in the
neighborhood at the time of surveying.
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Yes

No

Figure 5-41. Do you think there should be more vendors in the area?

To further assess the impact of the mobile food vendor(s) on the perception of public space,
public space users were also given a list of 16 words, which included both negatively and
positively associated words and asked to circle all the words they felt described the public space
where they were being surveyed. The results for each location studied are presented in Figures
5-42, 5-43, and 5-44.
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 5-42 Survey respondents who circled each word to describe the
public space in North University Park
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14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 5-43 Survey respondents who circled each word to describe
the public space in Downtown Los Angeles

5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure 5-44 Number of survey respondents who circled each word to
describe the public space in San Pedro
The next two questions asked survey respondents what they liked about the street or plaza where
the survey was conducted and what they thought the street or plaza was missing. The answers
are presented in Table 5-8 and Table 5-9.
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Table 5-8 What do you like about the street/plaza?
North University Park
Nothing
Nothing in particular
Trees, people
Well kept
Trees, close to school, the trucks make it better
That there is always good food
Not much to be honest
The food trucks, my school
The trees
Its across the street from school so its quick
Trees
Downtown Los Angeles
Friday food trucks
FIDM and the park across the street
Its close to my work and there is all different kinds of food
Convenient to work, accessible
Trucks, food, people, energy
Near work
Good menu
Clean
Trucks
It’s a busy corner
Nothing, the food trucks
Food trucks
I like the variety of food trucks
Openness
Close to work and surrounding businesses
Good weather, it has food trucks
Busy and lots of activity, nice parks
Nice building
Lots of food options, open space
Park is nice
Nice part of downtown
Lots of people
Busy, vibrant, people
San Pedro
Close to home
Clean environment
Vibrant old town feeling
Very hood/barrio type, this is not south bay or west Hollywood
Authentic, I guess
Nothing
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Table 5-9 What do you think this plaza/street is missing?
North University Park
Seats and trees
More pedestrian room
Too much traffic
Seating, active uses like stores and restaurants
NA
A definition of space
More food trucks
Parking
Too much traffic, too few active uses and too many blank walls
Downtown Los Angeles
Commercial store
More public seating
Nothing, just the Nomnom Truck and Buttermilk Truck
Benches
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
I’m in downtown so my expectations are low
More places to go for entertainment
The parking lot is really ugly
cleanliness
Shade, trees
More pedestrian friendly streets
Places to sit/green
Space, needs wider sidewalks
Nothing
Parking
Seating, shade
Tables, benches
More trees
A bar
San Pedro
Cleanliness
Nothing, fits the demographic (for decades)
Trees, stores, activity
Stuff to do, except the truck

At the end of the survey, food truck customers were asked if there was anything else they wanted
to say about food trucks in general. Surveyors recorded pertinent comments made by customers
during the duration of the survey. These comments are presented in Table 5-10.
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Table 5-10 Public space user’s thoughts on food trucks
All sites
“it’s a cool way to meet people that are into the same things”
“it’s a quick thing!”
“I like to talk with a lot of people at the trucks, there are people with common interests and
they are usually social”
“I hear people talk a lot to each other, mostly about the food trucks, people seem excited
when they are here. I heard about this ‘fad’ and wanted to check it out”

Words and phrases that were generated by public space users to describe the vendors were
sorted into three groups, “positive”, “neutral” and “negative”. The words and phrases given by
survey respondents are overwhelmingly positive in nature. Concrete responses include the
description of the trucks as being “colorful, clean, having “bad paint”, and plain. Some
respondents answered the question in terms of how they perceive the trucks including urban, hip,
fun, good, unique, and good change. Still others provided answers regarding to the way trucks
impact public space and people including, active, lots of people, friendly, and “brought me here”.

Analysis of responses shows that food truck customers overwhelmingly perceive the trucks as
being a positive addition to a public space, both aesthetically, and in terms of how trucks impact
behavior in public space.

When given the choice to choose from a list of predetermined words to describe a public space,
users most commonly chose: “busy”, “active”, “vibrant”, and “loud”. These words suggest that
public space users find places with food trucks to be active and engaging.

Answers to both the questions “What do you like about this street/plaza?” and “what do you think
this street/plaza is missing?” were analyzed to determine if public space users would note the
presence of food trucks in their description of what they like about the street, or if they mentioned
any negative or positive externalities of food trucks in their answers. Externalities include qualities
such as odor, litter, and pedestrian congestion. The results indicate that some public space users
appreciate the food trucks as well as the people, vibrancy, and activity near the food trucks.
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Some of the responses provide insight into why customers like food trucks as well. Although the
question specifically asked about the public space, and not the food truck in the public space,
many users indicated what they liked about the food truck. It appears that customers appreciate
that the trucks are quick, provide a variety of cuisine, and are located near where they live or
work, requiring little travel.

Responses to the question regarding what public space users thought was missing varied,
however, many responses had to do with pedestrian amenities. Customers at the Downtown Los
Angeles and North University Park sites reported that they desire more seating and more shade.
Customers in all three locations noted that they wanted more “active” uses on the streets like
stores and restaurants. The desire for more seats and physical pedestrian amenities is supported
by the observations of food truck customers utilizing the temporary furniture placed on the
sidewalk by mobile food vendors and sitting on ledges in all study areas.
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6.Implications
The findings presented in chapter 5 were analyzed to answer the research questions presented in
Chapter 3. The implications of the research findings are organized by the specific research
question that they address.

6.1 Research Question 1
Where do food vendors locate and what factors influence location choice?
•

Mobile food vendors follow people

It is overwhelmingly clear through research conducted for this study that gourmet mobile food
vendors follow pedestrians. The food vendors surveyed for this study indicated they cared
somewhat about the physical environment around their truck when considering location options,
however, the most important factor by far in determining location for vending was the presence of
pedestrians and potential customers.

Figure 6-1 High levels of pedestrian traffic throughout the day in North University Park
make it a popular neighborhood for mobile food vendors
The locations identified as most popular during the location analysis support the idea that trucks
follow pedestrians. Some of the most popular locations that were not near special events included
spots near campuses, and office complexes for lunch. The most popular dinner locations
identified in mapping were in Downtown Los Angeles, Santa Monica, and Venice- all areas that
have high concentrations of housing or are evening and nighttime entertainment cores.
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The location mapping provides insight into where and why vendors locate their trucks where they
do. The top “favorite” locations as reported by interviewed vendors can be categorized in three
groups, urban core/downtown, campus area, and office area. These three types of locations have
one thing in common: the presence of pedestrians.

When vendors were asked what qualities they liked most about their self reported top three
vending locations reasons given included foot traffic, students, special events and the presence
of business people were the top reasons for locating in an area. The popularity of special events
to food truck vendors can probably be attributed to the fact that special events attract people, and
people are potential customers for trucks.

•

Mobile food vendor’s target demographic drives location choice

Mobile food vendors understand that most of their customers are young tech savvy urbanites,
and plan their vending locations accordingly. Surveyed food vendors mentioned that they often
located in areas with high concentrations of students and young professionals. This is further
supported by the locations that were reported as being favorite locations to vend, which are
predominately located near school campuses and office complexes. It appears as if mobile food
vendors follow the target demographic throughout the day. When these young urbanites are at
school or work, vendors are most often in neighborhoods with high concentrations of office
buildings or near campuses. During the evening, when young urbanites are at home, or
socializing in neighborhoods with bars, events and galleries, vendors are more likely to locate in
these areas.
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•

Mobile food vendors locate near one another and benefit from clustering.

Through behavior observations, archival research, and in depth interviews, it became clear that
food truck vendors tend to locate near one another. Food truck operators who filled out the online
survey and answered survey questions in the field indicated that they did not try to find vending
locations away from other trucks. The vendor interviewed for the in-depth expert interview portion
of this research noted that as a newer food truck it helped his business to vend near more
established food trucks that have many followers on the Internet. The advocate likened the
clustering of trucks to the food courts found in malls, where restaurants offering different types of
food locate near one another and benefit from increased foot traffic. Truck operators realize that
they can attract more people by locating near one another and sharing customers who may want
to buy a drink, a meal, and a dessert.

There are several benefits associated with clustering. First, food vendors can capitalize on the
fact that multiple food trucks disseminating location information have the potential to reach far
more customers than one truck. Second, groups of trucks are naturally more visible to
pedestrians and motorists than single trucks parked on a street. Third, when trucks cluster, the
“festival” atmosphere is created and eating at a truck becomes more of a social activity, where
opportunities for socializing and people watching are increased. This social atmosphere is one of
the reasons public space users said they enjoyed going to food trucks.
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Figure 6-2 Clustered trucks observed on one block in Downtown Los Angeles
The clustering can be especially important for newer vendors who depend less on the Internet for
customers and more on desirable locations with high visibility and pedestrian traffic.

New

vendors, because they are attempting to establish their Twitter and Internet customer base,
locate with older vendors, who have already established themselves on social networking
websites, and can draw customers to an area. This allows the newer food trucks to gain name
recognition.

While food trucks, and customers, may benefit from multiple trucks locating in the same place,
the clustering of trucks is one of the main concerns of policymakers, brick-and-mortar restaurants,
and planners in the city. Whenever multiple trucks cluster and attract a large number of people to
an area, there are concerns about congestion of sidewalks and streets, parking availability, litter,
and noise.
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•

Food truck locations can be categorized into four types: Special event, Internet
Dependent Location, Pedestrian Dependent Location, and Recurring Location.

Research conducted for this project indicates that gourmet mobile food truck locations can be
categorized into four categories. These include; the special event, pedestrian dependent location
(i.e. Near university campus), Internet dependent location (i.e. San Pedro) and recurring location
(i.e. food truck Fridays in Downtown Los Angeles). Each of these types of food vendor location
has its own challenges for policy makers.

o

Special Event

While this thesis primarily studied the relationships between policy, food truck, and every day
public space use, through the in depth interviews and archival research, it became clear that
mobile food vendors are increasingly involved in public events and festivals. Throughout the
duration of this research endeavor, more festivals were held. Special event locations include First
Fridays, Food truck festivals, Art Walk events, and fundraisers. Food trucks capitalize on the
groups of pedestrians at festivals and special events, and can draw people to special events.
Recently, groups of food trucks have been the main attraction at food truck specific festivals in
Southern California. Food vendors can also be useful tools for fund raising. Inviting a group of
food vendors to an area, and leveraging the thousands of truck followers on Twitter, can help
non-profits and other groups easily put on an event and raise funds. Taft High School in
Woodland Hills has a weekly dinner fundraising event with several food trucks to raise money for
the school. Special event locations can be a great way for vendors to capitalize on existing
groups of pedestrians and also bring customers to an already planned event. As evidenced by
some First Friday events however, special event food vending sights can present challenges for
municipalities. When many vendors come to an event, sidewalks can become congested, the lack
of public bathroom facilities can be an issue, and there is an increased chance that local business
owners, especially owners of brick-and-mortar restaurants could be impacted by the vendors.
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o

Pedestrian Dependent Location

Pedestrian dependent locations include areas near office complexes and university campuses, or
other sites with high levels of pedestrian traffic and opportunity for high truck visibility. Customers
do not necessarily know that trucks are at these locations prior to seeing them on the street, and
the vendors at these location capitalize on the fact that there are many people in the area that
need quick and relatively inexpensive food. Mobile food vendors at pedestrian dependent
locations could still operate without disseminating location information via Twitter and other online
sites because the majority of their customers happen upon the vendor by chance.

o

Internet Dependent Location

An example of an Internet dependent location is the San Pedro study area examined during this
research project. Had location information not been disseminated via the Internet by the truck at
this location, it is doubtful that there would have been enough customers to make the stop
profitable for the vendor. The truck was located on a quiet block comprised of parking lots and
auto storage. Everyone surveyed at this location indicated that they came to the street solely to
eat at the food truck, and they all found the food truck’s location on the Internet. More established
vendors, like Kogi, can locate in internet dependent locations like this one, because their location
announcements reach tens of thousands of potential customers online. It is less likely that newer,
less popular, trucks could successfully locate in Internet dependent locations because they do not
have the number of followers online to draw enough customers to a quiet area. Because many
customers of vendors at internet dependent locations drive to the location, parking and traffic
congestion can be an issue.
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o

Recurring Location

The Downtown Los Angeles location is an example of a recurring location. Trucks at these
locations are a mix of old and new trucks and depend on a combination of the Internet, pedestrian
traffic, word of mouth and personal knowledge of recurring vending to attract customers.
Locations where recurring vending happens have are advantageous to vendors because they
benefit from the fact that customers know they will be at a certain location at a specific time each
week. These recurring locations however, can have similar characteristics of special events
locations. The Downtown site is an excellent example of this, where more than ten vendors locate
in a one block area each Friday. This large cluster of trucks in one place brings hundreds of
people to the street where pedestrian congestion and safety may be a concern.

•

Mobile food vendors are occasionally asked to locate in an area to provide dining
options in areas of need.

Archival research and in depth interviews revealed food trucks are occasionally asked to locate in
specific areas by property owners who see the trucks as a convenient way to provide dining
options where there may not be adequate food options. In the in-depth interview with the
Advocate, it was noted that UCLA was remodeling a part of campus and while the eateries in this
area were temporarily closed, the school was allowing a rotating schedule of trucks to provide
food on campus for students. The truck’s schedules are posted online each day for students to
view, and they have become very popular with students.

The mobile food vendor advocate interviewed for this thesis project described a similar situation
th

th

at the 7 and Fig Shopping Plaza in Downtown Los Angeles. The 7 and Fig complex has been
undergoing remodeling and several of the restaurants in the shopping center were forced to
close. With the permission of the property owner, one of the restaurants was allowed to operate
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as a food truck, and other food trucks are invited to locate on the property on certain days during
the lunch hour.

6.2 Research Question 2

What policies does Los Angeles have that may impact the location and operation of food
vendors?

•

There is only one ordinance that directly addresses truck location.

Because the California Vehicle Code states that municipalities can only regulate food vendors for
health and safety reasons, there is only one existing ordinance that directly limits the physical
location of vendors in Los Angeles. Los Angeles Municipal Code 80.73 that states that mobile
food vendors cannot locate within 500 feet of a school during certain hours.

•

The bathroom letter requirement indirectly impacts the ability of mobile food
vendors to locate freely.

While potential customers (pedestrians) are the most important environmental factors when
determining food vending, discussions with food truck operators revealed that the regulations
requiring access to bathrooms for food truck employees has a significant impact on vendor
location choice. California Code Section 114315 requires that a vendor have a “bathroom access
letter” from a business less than 200 feet from the vending location that gives permission for
employees of the truck to use the bathroom facilities. This law pertains to any vending location
where the vendor wishes to stay for longer than one hour. An in depth interview with a food truck
operator revealed that obtaining a “bathroom letter” from an established business can be difficult,
especially as a newer truck.
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•

Zoning ordinances can impact the ability of mobile food vendors to locate on
private property.

As the City and County of Los Angeles attempt to gain more control over the location and
operation of food trucks on the public right of way, barriers still exist that inhibit trucks from
locating out of the public right of way on private land. An example of this in Los Angeles County is
the attempt by Matt Geller and the SoCaLMFVA to establish a mobile food truck lot in Santa
Monica in January 2010. Because of the backlash from the business community over trucks
parking on public streets, Geller attempted to start a food truck lot, where multiple trucks would
park at specified hours and serve the public. The truck lot was quickly shut down during its first
event because it was determined that the Santa Monica City Zoning Ordinance did not allow such
an activity by right, and a temporary use permit was required. Geller states that he still has to
obtain temporary use permits for food truck lots, and they can cost around $1,000.

Some food truck advocates are pushing for more food truck events on private property to keep
trucks off controversial street locations. Unfortunately, outdated zoning ordinances and city
permitting for special events exist that limit the ability of trucks to operate out of the public right of
way.

•

Because mobile food vendor regulation varies by jurisdiction, and vendor policies
have been pieced together over time, policies can be confusing and hard to follow.

While the main policy research in this thesis was aimed at determining what policies exist that
impact mobile food vending, and how they can impact food vendor location and operation,
research also indicates that existing policies are confusing and can be hard to understand. Some
confusion stems from the fact that each municipality in Los Angeles County has unique vending
policies. In any given day, a mobile food vendor may be subject to several different sets of
regulation, and it can be difficult to remember the differences between each municipality.
Additionally recent changes in policy language resulting from the multiple attempts to change
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policies and subsequent lawsuits, makes the Los Angeles City Municipal Code section pertaining
to mobile food vending confusing to read and understand.

•

California Vehicle Code 22455 protects food vendors from unlawful regulation but
makes it difficult for municipalities to regulate food trucks through municipal
ordinances.

California Vehicle Code 22455, which prohibits the creation of regulations pertaining to food truck
operation for any reason other than health and safety, is the biggest policy barrier to food truck
regulation. It is often difficult to justify policies as being health and safety related, making it nearly
impossible for cities and counties to successfully regulate the location of food vendors. Many
attempts in the past to regulate the location and duration of stay of food trucks were found to be
in violation of the California Vehicle Code 22455 and were thus deemed unconstitutional. The
California Vehicle Code has protected food vendors from inappropriate regulation in the past, and
will hopefully continue to do so. This vehicle code section makes it imperative that cities and
counties find creative ways to address perceived and real issues related to food trucks.

6. 3 Research Question 3
What is the relationship between food vendors, public space and public space use?

•

Mobile food vendors provide a rare opportunity for public space users to socialize
on the streets of Los Angeles.

Information gathered from public space user surveys and archival research reveals that people
enjoy food trucks because of the food they provide as well as the opportunities they provide to
socialize. . Most public space users reported that they talk with people they may not know while
at a food truck location. In addition to visiting food trucks with groups of friends, customers also
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reported that they talk to people they do not know when at the food truck site. This indicates that
the food trucks themselves provide subject for triangulation between public space users.

Figure 6-3 Public space users socialize in the North University Park neighborhood
There seem to be things that food vendors can do to increase the social nature of food trucks.
Several trucks observed placed stools and tables out for customers to use when eating around
the truck. While this behavior is illegal according to the Los Angeles Municipal Code, it did
enhance the social atmosphere of the trucks by encouraging people to stay near the truck to eat,
talk, and interact with one another. Provision of more permanent street furniture by the City can
potentially provide the same opportunities for socialization.
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Figure 6-4 This vendor chose a vehicle with a transparent side to increase interaction
between vendor and customer
While most vendors took orders from inside their food truck, some vendors were observed taking
orders from customers while standing on the street. Food truck customers responded positively to
this behavior. Many public space users, even those that were not food truck customers were
observed approaching vendors standing on the street and talked with them about food trucks and
their menu. Several food truck customers remarked that they appreciated the welcome increased
socialization between customer and vendor when food truck vendors took orders from the street.

Food trucks in Los Angeles also attract “foodies”, or individuals who express interest in food
trends and fads, and may visit food blogs and websites. Mobile food vendor locations provide a
forum for people, who may know each other from Twitter, Facebook groups and food blogs to
meet each other and interact. This phenomenon represents an interesting intersection between
online and physical communities.
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•

Mobile food vendors make public spaces more vibrant and active.

The observation mapping and public space user surveys, as well as anecdotes and opinions from
the archival research support the idea that food trucks enhance the liveliness of a public place.
The behavior observation maps illustrated how mobile food vendors attract pedestrians to an
area and provide opportunities for pedestrians to linger. Public space user survey responses
indicated that food truck customers often stay in public to eat their food near the food truck and in
public plazas and parks nearby. When site observations were conducted, the number of
pedestrians on a street drastically increased when the food trucks arrived, especially at the
Downtown Los Angeles and San Pedro locations, as illustrated in Figures 6-5 and 6-6. Very few
people were observed walking on the sidewalk before the food trucks began serving food, and
none were observed spending a prolonged amount of time in the area. Public spaces like parks
and plazas were more active when food trucks were present in the area, as many people ate their
food on benches and at tables provided in such areas.

Figure 6-5 The San Pedro food truck site on a day without a food truck and during site
observation
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Again, food truck customers indicated that they often come to the food vendors in groups,
suggesting that going to food trucks is a social activity that friends do together. A majority of
public space users surveyed claimed that they talked with people they did not know at food
trucks. The socialization that takes place at food trucks between customer and vendor and
customer and friends or strangers attribute to the vibrancy of public spaces when food trucks are
present.

Figure 6-6 The presence of several mobile food vendors in Downtown Los Angeles makes
the sidewalk more active
The in depth interviews with the advocate and city planner reinforce the observations collected at
site visits. The planner, when talking about food trucks, said that they “create such a vibrancy in
an area that you would never see a human being walking at all”. She noted that, as a planner,
she was always excited when she saw people standing on the street talking to one another,
enjoying city life and “getting out of their cars”. The planner called this use of public space in Los
Angeles “a huge victory”. The advocate mirrored these sentiments with claims that food trucks
make public spaces more vibrant and have the ability to reinvigorate underutilized places.
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•

Mobile food vendors make private spaces more vibrant and active

An interesting and unexpected phenomenon is the impact that food trucks can have on private
spaces like parking lots. Many trucks locate on parking lots when they obtain permission from
property owners, especially near bars during dinner and after dinner hours, and in office parks
during lunch service. The presence of mobile food vendors on private property, especially when
that property is directly adjacent to a public right of way, has interesting planning implications.
The growing popularity of food truck lots is raising concerns over the appropriateness of zoning
ordinances that impact vending on private property.

•

Mobile food vendors can contribute to sidewalk congestion and have the potential
to impact pedestrian safety

Behavior observations indicated that food trucks could contribute to congestion on sidewalks and
thus have the potential to impact the safety of pedestrians in certain areas. The site observed
with the most congestion was the Downtown Los Angeles study area during the Friday food truck
lunch hour. Because there were more than ten trucks on one city block, at peak times there were
a few hundred pedestrians on the sidewalk waiting in line, eating, and socializing near the trucks
making the area very congestion. One truck, because it was parked on the corner, and seemed to
be the most popular truck in the area, had a line of pedestrians that wrapped around the block.
The individuals waiting in line, along with the placement of street fixtures, made it necessary for
other pedestrians to walk in the bicycle lane in order to navigate around the truck customers.
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Figure 6-7 Pedestrians waiting in line for a food truck cause congestion in Downtown Los
Angeles
Potential congestion safety issues were also observed at the corner of Jefferson and McClintock
in the north University Park observation area. The Corner of McClintock and Jefferson is a fairly
busy intersection normally, and there are many students accessing the University from this
intersection in cars, on foot, and on bicycles. Several incidences were observed where
pedestrians walked around the food trucks on the street (not the sidewalk) to avoid the crowd
pedestrians on the sidewalk. Most of the incidences observed at this location did not appear to be
due solely to the presence of food trucks at the site. Many students were also observed bicycling
the wrong way through the intersection, and many pedestrians were observed crossing the street
outside the sidewalks, even, in areas of the intersection where there were no food trucks.

The only safety issue observed at the San Pedro Location was the food truck customers who
waited for their food while standing in the driveway to the business on the block. These conflicts
could have been avoided if the food truck operator had been more careful about the parking spot
chosen on the block.
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•

Mobile food vendors can draw people to an area.

It is clear through the research conducted for this thesis that mobile food vendors can draw
people to any location. The ability of mobile food vendors to reach thousands of customers via
the internet presents interesting public policy issues related to congestion, traffic, and parking.
Interestingly, community and business groups are beginning to capitalize on the ability of food
vendors to draw a crowd and have begun partnering with vendors to bring people to targeted
areas.

Figure 6-8 Food vendors in Downtown Los Angeles draw people out of offices onto the
street for lunch
At the onset of this project it was assumed that food truck vendors based location decisions solely
on regulatory restrictions and various physical aspects of a potential location (number of
pedestrians, parking availability, seating available for customers, etc.). It became clear however,
that gourmet mobile food vendors are often asked by property owners and community groups to
locate in specific areas because of their ability to attract people from outside areas.
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Vendors are usually asked to locate in these neighborhoods by community groups hoping that
potential customers will come to these areas and remain after they have visited the food vendor
to shop in the local businesses. Communities like Westchester and Long Beach have held food
truck events in hopes of bringing in outside visitors.

A recent example of a community group working with trucks to bring people out onto the streets
th

began on May 4 on Coronado Avenue and East Anaheim Street in the Zaso Design District and
East Anaheim Business District of Long Beach. The organizers of the event, which brings a
handful of food trucks to the area each Wednesday for three hours during lunch, has named the
event “Lunch Truck It” and claims that their “aim is to bring Long Beach professionals, families,
students, and local residents together for lunch and bring local awareness to our part of town”
(www.lunchtruckit.com). A newspaper article written after the first Lunch Truck It event revealed
that this “pilot program” to bring trucks to the area is also a way to gain support in modifying Long
Beach City rules regarding taco trucks. Because the trucks are actually illegal in Long Beach,
business in the design district worked with the City Special Events Department to obtain the
proper permits for this weekly food truck gathering. A local Councilman, Patrick O’Donnell, who
proposed the overhaul of the food truck rules in Long Beach, is also working with the business
and the City to bring the trucks to the area. O’Donnell is quoted in the article as saying the trucks
“creates some culture and a footprint in what’s becoming a unique area” and the trucks are also
credited as bringing attention to the design businesses in the district (Press Telegram, 2011).

The use of mobile food vendors to attract pedestrians to targeted areas, or provide temporary
food service in areas that have few food options indicates that trucks can be used strategically as
tools for a variety of purposes. By inviting trucks to locate in designated areas in order to attract
customers from outside the immediate neighborhood, community groups and municipalities can
potentially increase the economic base of struggling areas.
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6.4

Research Question 4

What is the relationship between mobile food vendors and public space user’s perception of
public space and vendors?

•

Public space users generally perceive space positively when there are food trucks
present

The results of public space user surveys and archival research imply that food trucks generally
contribute to a positive perception of public space. Public space users surveyed during site
observations did not indicate that their perception of a public space was negatively impacted by
the presence of a mobile food vendor. Public space users also reported that they felt mobile food
vendors made public spaces feel safer.

•

Public spaces are generally perceived to be more vibrant and active when mobile
food vendors are present.

It is important to remember, however that the vast majority of the survey respondents for the
study were food truck customers. Additionally, the average survey respondent was 27 years old
and in general, represented the target demographic that food truck operators identified, so it is
not surprising that a majority of those surveyed responded positively to the food trucks.

•

Mobile food vendors are perceived positively.

When asked to describe the food trucks themselves, public space users had a variety of
responses. The majority of the respondents used words and phrases that had positive
connotations. The words that were mentioned most were “fun”, “new”, “exciting” and “friendly”.
Other words mentioned were “convenient”, “vibrant”, and “clean”. The choice of these words by
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public space users indicates that the trucks themselves are generally seen as a positive addition
to public spaces. Several individuals surveyed specifically mentioned that they enjoyed
interacting with the food truck operators. The majority of survey respondents indicated that they
would like to see more mobile food vending options.

Several survey respondents used neutral or negative words to describe the food trucks. Most of
these responses were descriptions of the truck or the area like “lots of people” “cheap” “plain” and
“mobile”. Only two negative phrases were given in response to this question including “bad paint”
and “bad cardboard menu”. The overwhelming majority of answers given were positive.
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7. Recommendations
Recommendations for public policy and urban design were generated based on the findings of
the study.

7.1 Urban Design and Planning Recommendations
Considering the close relationships between public space use and mobile food vendors, the
following urban design and planning recommendations have been developed.

•

Create high quality public spaces in Los Angeles. Use urban design and the
provision of pedestrian amenities to encourage vendors to locate in target areas.

Findings suggest that policymakers are concerned with pedestrian congestion and safety. Many
of the congestion and safety concerns can be alleviated through better urban design. It has long
been recognized that wide sidewalks are better for pedestrians, and findings from this research
suggestion that wide sidewalks would also provide more space for food truck customers to wait in
line, wait for their food, eat and socialize in an area. Research also indicated that pedestrians
desire more amenities in public spaces.

Figure 7-1 Public space users utilized the makeshift furniture placed on the sidewalk by
vendors
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Public space survey respondents in all sites indicated that they wished there were more
opportunities for sitting in the public spaces where they were surveyed. There is clearly a need to
provide public spaces that are more suited for the pedestrian in Los Angeles, especially if the
mobile food trend continues to bring more people out onto the streets.

Figure 7-2 Public space users consistently noted that they desired more seating in public
places
Creating higher quality public spaces and streets will not only benefit the pedestrian. The city
could actually encourage food vendors to locate in targeted areas by providing higher quality
public spaces for food truck customers. While vendors indicated that the most important factors
when determining a location to vend were related to the presence of pedestrians, truck operators
are also concerned with providing a positive experience for their customers. Given this, it is
possible that through better urban design, and cooperation with food vendors, that the city could
use the placement of these amenities to encourage vendors to locate city-targeted areas.
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•

Consider encouraging mobile food vendor specific design in parks, public plazas,
and new developments where trucks are anticipated.

Existing public parks and plazas, especially those that are located in areas that are near offices or
school campuses where food vendors locate, should be considered for vendor specific design.
Findings from this research show that food truck customers enjoy eating their food in public
spaces, especially if there is adequate seating. By improving the design in and near existing
parks and plazas, the City could potentially attract food vendors to areas that may be more
appropriate to handle the number of pedestrians that mobile food vendors can draw.

Pedestrian Design features for trucks could include sidewalk bulb outs to designate appropriate
parking spots for mobile food vendors. Seating areas for food truck customers could also be
easily incorporated into many existing public spaces. Designing well for mobile food vendors in
parks and plazas can provide attractive places for mobile food vendors and customers, and would
serve to increase the overall quality of these public spaces.

•

Investigate innovative strategies to provide suitable public spaces for food truck
customers.

Several cities are reexamining their public spaces and streets in order to find more pedestrian
appropriate space. Both San Francisco and New York City have transformed parking spaces and
even lanes of traffic into public plazas and parks in efforts to reclaim the streets for pedestrians.
With food trucks bringing more pedestrians out to the streets of Los Angeles, perhaps this is the
perfect opportunity for the City to explore innovative pedestrian space provision.

Rebar, a San Francisco based design firm, designs “walklets”, or temporary sidewalk extensions
that transform parking spots into useful public spaces. These walklets have been used for the
San Francisco Pavement to Parks program which seeks to reclaim “unused swaths [of pavement]
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and inexpensively turn them into new public plazas and parks” (Pavement). The program, which
began in 2009, currently has nine parklets, and applications are continually being accepted for
new parks. The parklets built as part of this program are designed to be temporary to ensure the
city can change in accordance with the needs and desires of its residents.

This temporary solution to provide more pedestrian space has the potential to draw pedestrians
and trucks to targeted areas in the city, and can alleviate some of the truck induced pedestrian
congestion on existing sidewalks and pedestrian congestion safety issues identified by the City.
The City can look into the design of parklets and walklets, specifically to provide areas for mobile
food vendor customers to wait in line, eat, and socialize in the public realm. These parklets and
walklets can also provide pedestrian areas for all public space users and invigorate areas that
lack quality public spaces.

Figure 7-3 Parklets in San Francisco provide temporary public spaces for pedestrians to
use for bicycle parking, sitting, eating, and socializing (Pavement to Parks).
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The San Francisco pavement to parks program allows community members and groups or
businesses to work with the city when establishing new public spaces. Businesses and
community members act as stewards to support a new parklet in a chosen area. This model for
public space creation could be very successful in areas that currently host “First Fridays” events.
These areas tend to have organized community and/or business groups that are seeking to bring
attention and people to a specified area.

Figure 7-4 The rendering of an upcoming Pavement to Parks project in San Francisco
shows the potential of these types of spaces to contribute to public space design for food
vendors. (Pavement to Parks)
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7.2 Policy Recommendations
Recommendations for policy at the City and County level were also generated based on the
findings of this research effort. The police recommendations consider the restrictions placed on
municipalities by California Code 22455 that restricts vendor regulation by requiring that all
regulation relate to health and safety. Past food vendor regulations addressing location and
duration of mobile food vendors in Los Angeles attempted to limit their activity in specified areas
for long periods of time by placing time limits on vendors. This approach was not only
unsuccessful, but also illegal. It is difficult for municipalities to create policies that clearly relate
back to public health and safety and food truck vendors rely so heavily on location for business
they are generally willing to absorb any costs of tickets and consider them a cost of doing
business. Regulations, and the corresponding fines and ticketing have been in place for decades
and have done almost nothing to change the behavior of food truck operators.

•

Complement existing health and safety regulations with innovative parking
policies to encourage vendor location in target areas.

Parking is a powerful regulatory tool, and can also be a powerful draw to an area, especially for
food vendors who require a parking spot in order to vend, and consider parking to be important
for their customers.

Since it is difficult to regulate where vendors locate through policies that place limits on location
and duration of stay, the City should consider enacting policies and programs that encourage
trucks to locate in certain areas at certain times. The Planner interviewed for this study mentioned
that the City of Los Angeles is looking into a pilot program that would use special parking to lure
mobile food vendors to target areas. Strategies could include special parking spots that are
located in areas with high pedestrian levels where food vendors can park for extended periods of
time during lunch and dinner service.
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•

Consider the importance of pedestrian traffic as well as the mobile food vendor
target demographic to vendors when crafting new policy or pilot programs

Many findings in this study revealed the importance of pedestrians to mobile food vendors. Newer
mobile food vendors, in order to establish a base of repeat customers and Twitter followers, must
first locate in areas with a high pedestrian traffic and high pedestrian visibility. If policymakers do
not consider the importance of pedestrians to vending success, vendors may ignore regulations
all together and absorb any fines or fees imposed in order to locate in areas that are the most
lucrative for their business.

Observation, location mapping and interviews with truck owners and operators all support the
conclusion that gourmet food trucks have a clear understanding of their target demographic:
young, educated, technologically savvy urbanites. If the city attempts to create programs to
encourage trucks to locate in areas far from this target demographic, there is a good chance that
the programs will not be successful. Whether future City policies include the designation of “food
truck zones”, or parking incentives for trucks in targeted areas, it is imperative that policy makers
realize the importance of pedestrians and the target demographic for food trucks when crafting
policy solutions.

•

Conduct pilot studies before officially adopting new regulations.

Pilot programs are a great way to test out new policy and regulations in a target area, and assess
them before widespread policy changes are adopted. Because food trucks issues have many
stakeholders, interested parties, and high levels of exposure, it is recommended that the City and
County of Los Angeles attempt pilot programs of any changes they anticipate making addressing
mobile food vending. These pilot programs can target specific areas and be monitored by
designated committees at the City and County. If successful, pilot programs can be adjusted and
refined before any permanent policy changes are made.
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•

Continue with the complete rewrite of LAMC section 70.83

As it reads currently, the section of code that addresses food trucks is confusing and poorly
organized. Because several changes were made to the ordinance, and a handful of the sections
in the ordinance were deemed to be no longer legal or enforceable, it is time that the municipal
code section is rewritten with all new definitions and regulations considered.

•

Improve City and County provided outreach, education, and support for vendors.

It seems that a majority of the time and effort being put into addressing food truck concerns in
Southern California is focused on policy formation to curb the operation of food trucks. It is
important to remember that providing outreach, education, and support to vendors can also be an
effective way to solve some of the food vendor caused issues. Currently, existing regulations are
confusing and enforced by a number of departments in Southern California. Additionally,
numerous permits are required for vendors to operate lawfully in the County of Los Angeles. All of
these factors contribute to the complexity of food truck operation. The City and County should
consider providing better outreach and information support for vendors. Support could include the
creation of a website or pamphlet that contains a comprehensive list of the permits that vendors
must obtain and helpful agencies to contact.

The City and County could make changes internally to provide better support for vendors. The
City could consider the designation of a contact person in a specific department at the City who
can answer vending questions, and assist vendors with permitting. Portland and New York City
both have programs in place, which successfully provide vendors and interested entrepreneurs
with information on regulations, policies, permitting processes and design and operation of
vending vehicles. Additionally the City should consider the establishment of a one stop website,
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where food truck vendors can get information regarding regulations and permitting and also ask
questions.

Providing better supporting and education for vendors can also improve the relationship between
vendors and government and could increase vendor buy-in to city policies and pilot programs.

•

Address barriers that impact the ability of mobile food vendors to locate on private
property.

Because much of the mobile food vending controversy is due to vendor’s use of public space,
municipalities tend to focus on addressing policies regulating vendor’s use of streets and
sidewalks. Often, the same attention is not given to addressing regulation of mobile food vendors
on private property. In addition to the rewrite of LAMC section 70.83, the City should also
complete a study to identify barriers that exist for mobile food vending wishing to locate on private
property in current zoning codes. As food truck operators and advocates for food trucks are
receiving pushback from the brick-and-mortar restaurants and those that think food trucks
negatively impact public spaces, more and more trucks are looking to locate on private property.
Food truck lots are growing in popularity as social events, and allowing food trucks to gather on
private property can be a great way to support the food truck community, while giving the trucks a
place to locate that can reduce the impacts of congestion on public space.

It is important that municipalities address the private land barriers in conjunction with the
municipal codes that regulate vending in public spaces.
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•

Continue with the food truck task force, but make adjustments to the size of the
task force and ensure proper oversight.

As with other urban planning and policy issues, public engagement and stakeholder involvement
are important to ensure that regulations are appropriate, effective, and win-win for all parties
involved. While the advocate indicated that the City recommended food truck task force was an
effective way to bring all interested party to the table when discussing the future of food truck
policy and regulation in Southern California, the Planner feels that the task force has too many
members, with varying levels of understanding of the issues at hand, which makes it less
effective than it could be.

It is recommended that the City reexamine the task force organization and oversight. Perhaps the
task force itself should be comprised of a smaller number of individuals, so that it is more
effective. If task force membership is limited, it is imperative that the city recognizes the benefit of
public and stakeholder engagement in the planning and policymaking process and creates
additional opportunities for all interested parties to be involved. In addition to adjusting the task
force, it is also recommended that there are requirements placed on the task for to report to the
city at least bi-annually to ensure that the group is moving forward in their attempts to address
mobile food vendor policy issues and potential pilot programs in the City. This required
accountability will ensure that the task force is focused and doing meaningful work.

•

Form partnerships with neighboring cities and counties to share information and
increase effectiveness of regulations.

Because of the mobile nature of food trucks, one vendor may be subject to many sets of
regulations in one day depending on what municipality he or she chooses to locate their food
truck. Policies addressing location and operation vary from city to city, and can be confusing to
food vendors. For example, the City of Los Angeles does not currently limit the number of trucks
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that can locate near one another on the same city block. A few miles away, the City of Santa
Monica (6.36.100) prohibits vendors from vending “within ten feet from the outer edge of any
entrance of any business”, “within ten feet of a bus stop” “within ten feet of any street corner or
marked pedestrian crosswalk”, within 35 feet of another vendor” or “in any manner that blocks or
obstructs the fee movement of pedestrians”. By forming partnerships and opening the lines of
communication with other municipalities in Los Angeles County, the City of Los Angeles could
work to ensure that policies are similar where appropriate across jurisdictional lines. At the least,
the City of Los Angeles could work with adjacent municipalities to put together information about
the similarities and differences in municipal codes in different parts of the County to lessen
vendor confusion.

•

Consider further study into the impacts of food trucks on pedestrian safety,
especially near intersections.

Currently the City of Los Angeles has no policy restricting where on a block a food truck vendor
can locate (provided there is no school on the block). The majority of the pedestrian congestion
safety issues observed during site observations for this study were seen near intersections, when
trucks parked very near to the corner. Policymakers could benefit from more study regarding
safety at intersections, where pedestrian congestion caused by food trucks has been observed to
impact the ability of pedestrians to safely utilize the sidewalk as a thoroughfare through an area.

•

Recognize the social and cultural importance of food trucks in Southern California.

Two findings of this research effort were overwhelmingly clear: there are significant social
benefits of food trucks locating in public spaces of Los Angeles, and food vending has a rich
history in the region. In the past, a variety of cultural groups were involved in food vending in Los
Angeles. As technology and society has changed, other entrepreneurs have begun to enter the
mobile food-vending field. Los Angeles is known as the epicenter of the highly innovative gourmet
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food truck movement, and with new innovations, this movement could continue to grow and
flourish.

Mobile food vendors provide more than just a quick meal to young urbanites on the streets of Los
Angeles. Food trucks provide invaluable opportunities to socialize with other city dwellers and
interact with the urban environment. As the City and County move forward in their efforts to
appease all groups involved in food truck debates, it is imperative that they recognize that
vending has such a rich history in the area, and that food trucks enhance public spaces and
provide important social opportunities on the streets of the City.
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8. Conclusions
8.1 Unanswered Questions and Future Areas of Study
The general question that guided research throughout this thesis was: What are the relationships
among policies on food vendors, food vendors, and the public’s use and perception of urban
space? A case study approach was utilized for this research thesis in order to gain a broad
understanding of the relationships explored. While the findings discovered through this research
were useful in informing policy and urban planning and design recommendations, the research
also unveiled many unanswered questions. These questions can serve to direct future study of
food trucks and vendors, public policy, urban design and public space use and perception.

•

To what extent do mobile food vendors economically impact brick-and-mortar
businesses?

Some of the most vocal opponents of food trucks argue that trucks are harmful to brick-andmortar restaurants and can negatively impact local economies. Findings of this study illustrate
that food trucks can draw people to neighborhoods, and there is potential that the increased foot
traffic can actually help brick-and-mortar restaurants and other businesses. Little research has
been done, however, to determine if trucks actually take customers from established brick-andmortar restaurants. Surveys, observations, and extended studies could help answer this question
and determine if trucks actually draw customers away from brick-and-mortar restaurants.

•

How are cities handling the zoning for and permitting trucks on private property?
Specifically, how are they addressing the “food truck lots” where multiple trucks
park at once?

Portland is perhaps the most famous example of a municipality that allows “mobile” food trucks to
park semi-temporarily on private property with the permission of the owner. While the food truck
and regulatory atmosphere in Los Angeles is very different than that of Portland, Oregon, a study
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of how food truck regulation and permitting is handled in cities like Portland could be a good way
for Los Angeles to begin to address this complex issue.

•

How effective are mobile food vendors as tools for economic revitalization?

Case studies of festivals and events that partner with food trucks to attract pedestrians to an
area, and capitalize on the vendor’s Twitter followers for advertisement of these events could
provide insight into the effectiveness of these efforts. First Fridays Westchester, where food
th

trucks are invited to locate in order to attract people to 87 Street while local businesses stay
open late and the newer Long Beach Design District Wednesday food truck can be studied to
determine if these partnerships between community and business groups and food trucks are
beneficial to both short term and long term community development.

•

Have other cities completed pilot programs for food trucks, and have they proved
to be effective?

Los Angeles is not the only city struggling to find solutions to community concerns about mobile
food vending. Future study could focus on pilot programs in other cities across the United States
to identify successes and failures, and help inform policy creation in Southern California.

•

What is the most effective way to involve all stakeholders in mobile food vendor
policy and regulatory changes?

There is indication that the task force is not the most effective way to involve interested parties in
food truck policy and regulation changes. Stakeholders in the process have varying levels of
understanding when it comes to public policy and planning issues, and a variety of opinions about
food trucks and their regulation. Future study could focus on determining the best way to involve
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the variety of stakeholders that wish to participate in the food truck policy formation process, while
also ensuring that the policy formation process is continually moving forward in a meaningful way.

•

How have other municipalities addressed mobile food vendor related pedestrian
safety concerns?

There was some indication that mobile food vending can contribute to pedestrian congestion of
public spaces that can lead to safety issues. Municipalities can address safety issues related to
food vending through regulation as outlined in the California Vehicle Code. Several cities have
attempted to address congestion related safety issues by crafting policies that limit the number of
trucks on the same block or prohibit food vendors from locating near intersections and
businesses entrances. Effort should be made to understand what health and safety policy options
exist, and how effective other municipalities’ attempts at addressing food vending congestion
issues have been.

8.2 The Future of Food Trucks in Los Angeles
The future of food trucks in Los Angeles, and other cities across the nation is a popular topic of
speculation in news articles and blogs. Some think that food trucks are a fad that will run its
course and disappear as quickly as it came. Others think that gourmet food trucks, because they
are mobile, target young urbanites, and are quick to embrace new technologies, will be able to
adapt to social, economic, and regulatory changes.

For the time being, it seems that more people are trying to capitalize on the popularity of mobile
food vending in Los Angeles. Brick-and-mortar restaurants like Border Grill, based in Los Angeles
have started food trucks in order to capitalize on the popularity of mobile food. Even large,
national scale chain restaurants including Subway and Sizzler are announcing plans to launch
food trucks in Los Angeles (Bernstein, 2010). When asked about the future of food trucks, the
advocate felt very strongly that mobile food is not a just a fad in Los Angeles, and although many
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of the “copycat” trucks will fail, the food truck scene will remain popular and vibrant. The Advocate
thinks that the key to success in the mobile food-vending world is innovation. While large chain
restaurants attempt to hawk their goods from trucks because they think it’s the truck itself that
makes foot trucks popular in LA, the successful entrepreneurs will realize that it is innovation and
creativity that drives the popularity of food trucks. If mobile food vendors can continue to provide
innovative cuisine and embrace new technology they will remain a popular and valuable part of
Southern California culture.

Figure 8-1 Vending is a valuable part of Southern Californian culture
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